


  

 

 

 

Official Publication 

This book is for you if 

 You are a memory competitor and want to better      
understand the ten disciplines and how they are 
scored 

 You are an Arbiter and want to have a quick source of 
reference to use during a competition 

 You are a competition organiser and need to know 
what you need to prepare to hold an event that can be 
recognised by the WMSC and appear in the World 
Rankings 

 You are a journalist and want to know what all these 
crazy people are up to! 

 You have lost your car keys! 
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“The Official Biography of  
TONY BUZAN”  

“The man who introduced the world to Mind Maps”     
by Raymond Keene OBE 

This fascinating book takes a look inside the mind of Tony 
Buzan, the man who invented Mind Mapping and taught      
the world a whole new way of thinking. Read about the        
inspirations, influences, discoveries and challenges on his 
journey to help royalty, global figures, celebrities,                 
governments, business leaders, and how he has transformed 
educational theory and practice around the world.   

In Raymond Keene’s comprehensive book, hear from Tony in 
his own words about his passion for Mental Literacy and his 
belief that Genius is present in every one of us.   

On sale from any good bookshop, 
www.filamentpublishing.com   

or from Amazon in paperback and on Kindle 
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This book is dedicated 

to the two founding fathers 

of the Mind Sport of Memory 

Tony Buzan 

and 

Raymond Keene OBE 

 

Also, 

to the eight times 

World Memory Champion 

Dominic O’Brien 

for his major contribution 

to the Mind Sport of Memory 

 

This handbook is also dedicated to the many volunteers around the 
world who assist with the preparation, translation, convening,       

arbiting, data gathering and everything else involved in Memory 
Championships – locally, in schools, and at Regional,                              

National and World events.    Thank You!  
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Official Publications  

Further official WMSC publications can be found on the website 
www.worldmemorychampionships.com to assist with the bidding, 
preparation, arbiting and recording of memory championships.  

These include: 

1. Bidding Guidelines to host the World Memory Championships 

2. Event Preparation Guidelines for Memory Championships 

3. Background and history of the Mind Sport of Memory 
 

The World Memory Sports Council would like to thank everyone who 
has contributed to the creation of this handbook including 

Jennifer Goddard, Phil Chambers, Chris Day, Dominic O’Brien,      
Raymond Keene OBE, Tony Buzan, Gabriele Kappus, Dr Sue Whiting, 
Nathalie Lecordier, Andy Fong, and all other Council Members and   
contributors 

Comment and contributions for future editions should be sent to the 
editor, Jennifer Goddard at Jennifer@mindwerx.com  

 

WMSC 
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WMSC 

The very first Memory Elephant, which inspired the WMC logo.             
Founders Raymond Keene OBE and Tony Buzan, along with the first 
World Memory Champion Dominic O’Brien, adopt elephant Layang 
Layang at London Zoo.   

Dominic O’Brien, Nwodo Ohaka,  Creighton Carvello,                     
Tony Buzan and Andy Bell 
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Chapter One 

 

About the World Memory Sports Council (WMSC) 

A s a sportsman and Mind Sportsman, 
Tony Buzan had noticed, on his       
world travels in the 1970s and 1980s, 

that there were world championships for 
virtually everything: tiddlywinks; beard-growing; 
chess; cricket; boxing; crosswords; martial 
ar ts ;  p iano-p lay ing;  rope-c l imbing ;              
wood-cutting; swimming; running; spelling; 
oyster-eating; dancing; pigeon-racing; golf; sky-
diving and so on and on and on… 

Yet there was no world championships for that most important 
cognitive function of all, and without which none of the others could 
exist – MEMORY!  

Throughout the 1980s, Tony had been incubating the idea of a World 
Memory Championships. In 1991, in partnership with Raymond 
Keene OBE, he founded the World Memory Championships, which 
have grown into an international phenomenon, now involving over 
40 countries worldwide establishing a major new Mind Sport on the 
global stage at a local, regional, national and international level. 

                                          Introduction 
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The purposes for the World Memory Championships were and are:- 

1. To promote Memory as a new Mind Sport, and in so doing to 
expand opportunities for Mentathletes in all countries. 

2. To redefine the art and the science of Memory by establishing 
new norms, benchmarks and records, and to provide 
certifications and rankings for these. 

3. To reintroduce Memory as a fundamental skill for early 
childhood education, thereby reinvigorating faith in and 
enjoyment of memory skills. 

4. To demonstrate that Memory is the basis of creativity. 

5. To recover and validate the mnemonic systems of earlier 
human cultures and to revive the traditions of oral memory. 

6. To create a global community of like-minded individuals 
fascinated by exploring the power and potential of Memory 
and the human mind. 

These insights grew to become the Magna Memoria, the Great 
Memory Charter (see Appendix A). 

The World Memory Sports Council (WMSC) was formed as the 
independent governing body of the Mind Sport of Memory to regulate 
competitions worldwide. To be included in the official results and 
rankings table, competition organisers must formally agree to the 
WMSC rules and code of ethics and have their event supervised by a 
suitably qualified Arbiter approved by the WMSC. 

 

WMSC 
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The Council is responsible for: 

 Maintaining a consistent standard of competition 

 Setting the Millennium Standards 

 Setting the disciplines and rules 

 Training and licensing official Arbiters 

 Maintaining the integrity and ethics of the Sport 

 Approving and licensing National Memory Sports Councils 

 Licensing official competitions and validating the results 

 Providing the communications platform for the Sport 

 Compiling the official World Rankings of the Sport 

 Publication of official Manuals and Handbooks. 

The World Memory Sports Council can be contacted by email on  
secretary@worldmemorysportscouncil.com 

                                          Introduction 

The President and co-founder is  
Prof. Tony Buzan 

tony.buzan@buzanworld.com 

 

The Global Media and PR Director  
and co-founder is Raymond Keene OBE 

RDKOBE@aol.com 

 

The General Secretary is Chris Day 
 
secretary@worldmemorysportscouncil.com 
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Post for the WMSC should be addressed to:  

The General Secretary, The World Memory Sports Council 
16 Croydon Road,  
Waddon, Croydon,  
Surrey, CR0 4PA,  UK 
Telephone +44 (0)20 8688 2598  Fax + 44 (0)870 116 3530 

Full details of the World Memory Championships can be found on 
www.worldmemorychampionships.com 
  

 

WMSC 

The Head of Ethics is Dominic O’Brien 
GMM, 8 times World Memory Champion 

MemoryDom@aol.com 

 

 

 

The Chief Arbiter is Phil Chambers  

phil@worldmemorychampionships.com 

 

 

The Deputy Chief Arbiter and Statistics 
Administrator is Jennifer Goddard 

Jennifer@buzan.com.au 

 

 

 

Simon Reinhard      sml_reinhard@yahoo.de  

Klaus Kolb               info@ggk.de                                

Mr Lin Chusu,          New Mind Education 

Mr Guo Chuanwei   gotop1@126.com 

Andy Fong                atkfong@gmail.com 

 

Competitor Representatives  
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Chapter Two  

 

The Mind Sport of Memory 

 

T he Mind Sport of Memory is both a fun, valuable hobby, as well 
as an amateur sport for all ages. At the fun end of memory, 
informal competitions take place in Brain Clubs and other 

Mind Sport groups. These competitions take many different forms. 

At a competitive level, there are specific disciplines which were 
first created in 1991 by the founders of the sport, Tony Buzan and 
Raymond Keene OBE. These disciplines have evolved into a common 
competition framework that have enabled international competitions 
to take place. 

Ten different disciplines are conducted over one to three days and 
consist of: 

1. Names and Faces 

2. Binary Numbers 

3. Random Numbers 

4. Abstract Images 

5. Speed Numbers 

6. Historic / Future Dates 

7. Random Cards 

8. Random Words 

9. Spoken Numbers 

10. Speed Cards 

                                         Mind Sport of Memory 
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Events that comply with the WMSC standard rules will be 
included in the World Rankings, be recognised for world records and 
listed in the official World Memory Statistics.  (see www.world-
memory-statistics.com) 

National events of less than 10 disciplines, or less than standard 
items per column or row, will be included in National rankings only. 

At a World level, some disciplines like Random Cards and 
Numbers can have a one hour memorisation period and a two hour 
recall time. At a National level, memorisation times can be reduced 
to five minutes, with a ten or fifteen minute recall time to suit the 
level of competitors taking part. 

Another factor in the choice of disciplines is the preparation of 
competition materials. Some disciplines, like Names and Faces, 
Historical/Future Dates and Random Words, take some time to 
produce the Memorisation and Recall Papers. These types of 
discipline require experienced Arbiters and time for marking. 

Although it is not essential when organising fun memory events 
and competitions, an organiser would gain invaluable experience for 
running their own event by joining the International Guild of Mind 
Sports Arbiters and undertaking Level One Arbiter training. 

National Memory Sports Councils (NMSC) 

The role of a National Memory Sports Council is to represent the 
WMSC at a local level and to be responsible to it for managing and 
promoting the sport in that country.   

The NMSC is independent and effectively represents all memory 
clubs and groups within that country.  It does not necessarily follow 
that a memory club would grow into a NMSC. 

A council has, as its members, individuals who are known and 
respected in the field of business or education, in addition to people 
who know and understand the practicalities of the sport. 

 

WMSC 
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For the results of a National competition to be accepted into the 
World Rankings, it is necessary for a Level Two or above Arbiter to be 
present. In unusual circumstances, at the discretion of the Chief 
Arbiter, National or Regional competitions may be given WMSC 
approval to proceed without a Level Two or above Arbiter present. 

Newly formed NMSC often need to request the presence of 
independent Arbiters for their ranked competitions until there are 
sufficient qualified Arbiters locally to manage the competitions. 

Note: All National and Regional competitions must use the Official 
Scoring Spreadsheet and submit it to the WMSC in order for the 
results to be officially recognised.  

 

                                         Mind Sport of Memory 

Andy Bell, three times World Memory Champion, receiving the trophy 
at the 2004 Championships in Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, London 
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WMSC 

Three times World Memory Champion Ben Pridmore 

Two times World Memory Champion Clemens Mayer with               
Tony Buzan 
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Chapter Three 

 

The International Guild of Mind Sports Arbiters 

  

T he International Guild of Mind Sports Arbiters was formed by 
the WMSC to satisfy the demand for trained independent 
observers to verify and confirm mental records and 

achievements. The WMSC is the custodian of the disciplines and 
rules. It also ensures fair play across all officially recognised 
competitions. Every sport requires a strong ethical framework in 
order for the achievements of its competitors to be recognised by the 
public as a whole. 

The Arbiters’ Pledge 

By registering to volunteer at a WMSC endorsed competition, Arbiters 
agree to act in accordance with the Arbiters’ Pledge;- 

As an Official Arbiter, I pledge to act at all times as an Ambassador 

for the Mind Sport of Memory. I pledge that all my decisions will be 

unbiased, fair and balanced, and that I will treat all competitors 

equally without discrimination. I commit to act honourably, and to 

promote the benefits of becoming a Mental Athlete. 

I pledge to uphold the principles of fair play and transparency in 

accordance with the rules and regulations of the Sport of Memory 

and in the spirit of the Magna Memoria. 

Dendritae Jubilent! 

With the growth of Mind Sports such as memory, and the 
requirement by all the Mind Sports Councils for official Arbiters to be 

                                         Arbiters 
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present at competitions, the Guild was established to train and 
provide recognition for individuals willing to fulfil that role. 

The scope of the International Guild of Mind Sports Arbiters 
(IGMSA) is not restricted to the Mind Sport of Memory. Guild 
Members may also qualify to officiate in other Mind Sports such as 
Mind Mapping and Speed Reading competitions. 

To become Guild Members, individuals are required to: 

 Satisfy the Guild of their good standing by providing two 
references; 

 Formally accept the Guild Code of Practice and Ethics; 

 Take the Guild Pledge to uphold the Official Standards of 
the Sport; 

 Obtain suitable Arbiters’ Qualifications for the Mind Sport of 
choice; 

 Be observed at a competition and endorsed by an existing 
Level Two or above Arbiter; 

 Maintain their skills through the Guild’s Continuous 
Professional Development Programme; and 

 Maintain current membership status. 

In the event that an Arbiter wishes to compete in a National or 
International competition, Arbiter status is rescinded for the duration 
of that competition. 

Prospective Guild Members can initially register online. Once 
accepted into membership, members are entitled to wear the Guild 
Badge and Official Guild merchandise. 

The Role of the Arbiter 

Arbiter: An independent person having the power of judging and 
determining the results. 

WMSC 
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The World Memory Sports Council accredits Official Memory Sports 
Arbiters at four levels. 

Level One Arbiters 

In order to qualify as a Level One Arbiter, candidates must have 
attended a training session, or taken an online training course 
conducted by the Chief Arbiter or a Level Two Arbiter. 

An overview of arbiting in a national competition for each of the ten 
disciplines can be found on www.worldmemorychampionships.com 

Following the training, they must pass a test consisting of sample 
answer sheets that must be marked and scored. The Arbiter passes 
if the score stated is the same as the official score from the 
competition for which the papers were taken. 

In circumstances where geographical considerations make face to 
face training unfeasible, the training and testing may be conducted 
online. 

The final stage of accreditation is to mark and score papers in a 
WMSC approved competition, supervised by a Level Two Arbiter, 
Level Three Arbiter or the Chief Arbiter. 

Arbiters at 2008 World Memory Championships, Bahrain 

                                         Arbiters 
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Once a satisfactory standard is reached, the Level One Arbiter is 
admitted to the International Guild of Mind Sport Arbiters and is 
awarded an appropriate certificate. This entitles the Arbiter to mark 
and score papers at any WMSC approved competition under 
supervision of a Level Two Arbiter or the Chief Arbiter. 

Level Two Arbiters 

A Level One Arbiter may progress to Level Two by having worked in 
the organising team for at least one World Championship and one 
National Championship, or two World Championships.   

To qualify as a Level Two Arbiter, the candidate must have both 
supervised the arbiting team and worked ‘front of house’, making 
timekeeping announcements, organising the efficient collection and 
distribution of papers and closely observing competitors for any 
unethical conduct. 

Once a satisfactory standard is reached, the Level Two Arbiter is 
awarded an appropriate certificate. This entitles the Arbiter to act as 
sole WMSC representative at a National Championship and 
supervise at a World Championship under the overall charge of the 
Chief Arbiter. 

WMSC 
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Level Two Arbiters  

 Jorge Castañeda (Mexico) 

 Elaine Colliar (Scotland) 

 Dr Warren Day (Australia) 

 Andy Fong (Hong Kong) 

 Klaus Kolb (Germany) 

 Angel Lai (Canada/Hong Kong) 

 Dr Kranthi Raj (India) 

 Dionne Reid (England) 

 David Sedgwick (England) 

 Henry Toi (Singapore) 

 Elizabeth Yu (China) 

 Idriz Zogaj (Sweden) 

Level Two Arbiters are invited to participate in EVERY World 
Memory Championships as part of ongoing Professional 
Development, and participate in council and STAR (Standards 
Technicalities and Rules) committee meetings. 

Level Three and Level Four Arbiters 

The awarding of Level Three Arbiter status is at the discretion of the 
Council and is awarded to individuals with exceptional qualities and 
experience at an international level in the sport. 

Level Three Arbiters may apply to set up National Memory Sports 
Councils in countries where these do not exist or work with an 
existing Council. They may also officiate at memory world records 
attempts. 

                                         Arbiters 
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Level Three Arbiters 

 Nathalie Lecordier (England) 

 Gabriele Kappus (Germany) 

Level Four Arbiters  

 Phil Chambers (England), Chief Arbiter 

 Jennifer Goddard (Australia), Deputy Chief Arbiter 

 Dominic O’Brien (England), Chair, Ethics and Standards 
Committee 

Online Competitions 

The Mind Sport of Memory is growing at a fast pace. 2007 saw the 
first online memory competition created by Simon Orton in Australia. 
There is no doubt that technology will bring memorisers together over 
vast distances in the future and strengthen the sport as a result. 

It is already established that independent arbiting is necessary 
in all conventional competitions where the results count towards 
World Ranking of competitors. To extend this same level of 
independent scrutiny to online events, for elite competition, the 
WMSC have concluded that members of the Guild of Mind Sports 
Arbiters must be present during the preparation of online events. 
Members of the Guild of Mind Sports Arbiters must also supervise 
the running of the events so as to provide the necessary independent 
confirmation of results. 

Qualified Arbiters will have their own unique electronic password 
for confirmation of their presence and supervision of a competitor or 
group of competitors during an online competition to ensure that the 
rules of each discipline are complied with. Online competitions with 
this facility would then be accepted by the WMSC as conforming 
within the existing strong ethical framework. 

 

WMSC 
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                                         Arbiters 

Two times World Memory Champion Wang Feng with                     
Dominic O’Brien and Tony Buzan 

World Memory Champion Dr Gunther Karsten at the 2007 World 
Memory Championships in Bahrain 
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WMSC 

The first Grand Master of Memory Awards in October 1995     

The national team from China at the 2007 WMC in Bahrain 
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Chapter Four 

 

Competitors 

 

M emory competitions were established to support the 
individual’s need to develop and test their memory and 
compare their results with others around the world. 

The Competitors’ Pledge 

By registering to compete in a WMSC endorsed competition, 
competitors agree to act in accordance with the Competitors’ Pledge: 

I agree to act at all times as an Ambassador for the Mind Sport of 

Memory and actively to promote the benefits of becoming a Mental 

Athlete. 

I pledge to conduct myself in a civilised and dignified fashion at all 

times, whether representing my nation or myself. 

I pledge to uphold the principles of fair play and transparency in 

accordance with the rules and regulations of the Sport of Memory 

and in the spirit of the Magna Memoria. 

Dendritae Jubilent! 

 

 

 

 

                                          Competitors 
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World Memory Champions Roll of Honour 

WMC     Winner Country Location 

’91/2 Dominic O’Brien  England UK - Athenaeum, London 

1993 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand,  
   London 

1994 Jonathan Hancock England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, 
    London 

1995 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, 
   London 

1996 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, 
   London 

1997 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Royal Festival Hall, London 

1998 Andi Bell England UK - Novotel, London 

1999 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Olympia, London 

2000 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Alexandra Palace, London 

2001 Dominic O’Brien England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, 
    London 

2002 Andi Bell England UK - Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, 
   London 

2003 Andi Bell England Malaysia - Prince Hotel,  
                    Kuala Lumpur 

2004 Ben Pridmore England UK - Manchester University 

2005 Clemens Mayer Germany UK - Oxford University 

2006 Clemens Mayer Germany UK - Imperial College, London 

2007 Dr. Gunther Karsten Germany Bahrain - Manama 

WMSC 
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2008 Ben Pridmore England Bahrain - Manama 

2009 Ben Pridmore England UK - Strand Palace Hotel,  
   London 

2010 Wang Feng China China - Mount River Resort,  
    Guangzhou 

2011 Wang Feng China China - Mount River Resort, 
    Guangzhou 

2012 Johannes Mallow Germany UK - Lilian Baylis Technology 
    School, London 

Celebrating 21 Years of Memory Sports 

 Dominic O’Brien – Eight times World Memory Champion 

 Andi Bell – Three times World Memory Champion 

 Ben Pridmore – Three times World Memory Champion 

 Clemens Mayer – Two times World Memory Champion 

 Wang Feng – Two times World Memory Champion 

 Jonathan Hancock – World Memory Champion 

 Dr. Gunther Karsten – World Memory Champion 

 Johannes Mallow – World Memory Champion 

England is home to four World Memory Champions: Dominic O’Brien, 
Jonathan Hancock, Andi Bell and Ben Pridmore. 

Germany is home to three World Memory Champions: Clemens 
Mayer, Dr. Gunther Karsten and Johannes Mallow. 

China is home to one World Memory Champion: Wang Feng. 

 

                                          Competitors 
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Age Categories 

There are four age categories for competitors in a Memory 
Championship: 

 Kids – must be 12 years or under in the calendar year of 
the competition. 

 Junior – must be between 13 and 17 years old in the 
calendar year of the competition. 

 Adult – for those between the ages of 18 and 59 in the 
calendar year of the competition. 

 Senior – for those 60 years and over in the calendar year of 
the competition. 

Junior and kid competitors may elect to compete in an adult 
competition if they desire. Their results will be listed separately from 
the adult competition.  

Titles 

The overall winner of a Championship will be entitled to call 
themselves THE [country] MEMORY CHAMPION [of the competition 
year] regardless of the age category in which they have competed. 

The title of Memory Champion is also available for each age 
category and can be separated into male and female:- 

 Kids Memory Champion 

 Junior Memory Champion 

 Adult Memory Champion 

 Senior Memory Champion 

 Male Memory Champion 

 Female Memory Champion 

 

WMSC 
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If there are fewer than three competitors in any category, the 
winning competitor must achieve a minimum total score across the 
10 disciplines of 2,099 points in order to be honoured with the title 
of ‘Memory Champion’. 

Competitions may also be run as an ‘Open Competition’ where 
Non-Residents/Non-Nationals may be invited to compete as part of 
an International Contingent. The results can be segmented into an 
‘Open’ (all competitors) competition and ‘Nationals’ only (including 
citizens that may not reside in their national country. Competitors 
must apply in writing to change their nationality for competition 
purposes). 

Open Memory Champion [year] 

National Memory Champion [year] 

National competitors can obtain both National and Open 
Rankings and may be awarded medals in both categories. Non-
resident/non-national competitors are only eligible for rankings in the 
Open Competition. 

World and National Records  

World and National Records can only be set in WMSC authorised 
Memory Competitions or events (Regional, National, International or 
the World Memory Championships), invigilated in accordance with 
official rules. See www.world-memory-statistics.com for latest results. 

 

                                          Competitors 
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WMSC 

World Memory Champion Johannes Mallow GMM with the            
winners at the 2012 World Memory Championships in London 

 Jonas von Essen GMM IGM from Sweden winning the                
2013 UK Open Memory Championships 
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Chapter Five 

 

General Rules for all Disciplines 

 

Preparation of Discipline Papers for Competitions 

T he preparation of Discipline Memorisation, Recall, Arbiter 
marking papers, Spoken Numbers and Playing Cards are 
specialist skills and may only be conducted by approved 

persons (generally a Level Two and above Arbiter). 

 Competition papers are usually prepared centrally by the Chief 
Arbiter, and are printed and stored in a secure location. If 
prepared by a competition organiser, papers must be submitted 
to the Chief Arbiter for approval and verification that the 
standards have been adhered to prior to the competition. 

 Competition papers are a mixture of A4 and A3 colour and 
black and white, and are required to be printed with a good quality 
laser printer on high quality paper of a minimum of 100 gsm. 

 Good quality A4 and A3 laser printer is a minimum requirement 
as some papers, such as the Abstract Images, use very fine 
levels of greyscale. Photocopying is not permitted. 

 All Memorisation Papers to be printed on white paper. 
Generally, Recall Papers are to be printed on tinted light blue 
paper with the exception of Abstract Images and Names and 
Faces, which must be printed on good quality white paper. This 
will assist in ensuring the correct paper is handed to the 
competitor and that all Recall Papers are handed in. 

                                        General Rules 
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 Sufficient time should be allowed for all the competition papers 
to be printed and checked well in advance of the competition. 

 Competitors may request translations for the following 
disciplines with a minimum of one month’s notice:-  

1. Names and Faces (translation into languages not 
based on the Roman alphabet); 

6. Historic / Future Dates;  

8. Random Words. 

Cards 

 All competitors must submit all decks of playing cards 
(including four separate decks for the Speed Cards discipline) 
the day before the competition commences in order to allow 
time to prepare/shuffle them for the discipline.  The shuffling 
of cards must be completed the night before each specific 
discipline at World Memory Championships. 

 Each pack must be clearly labelled with the Competitor’s 
Name, WMSC ID number and Pack number. Speed Cards must 
also be labelled ‘Shuffled’ (those in random order) and 
‘Unshuffled’ (those in preferred sequence of order). 

 If submitting their own cards, it is the competitor’s 
responsibility to ensure that each deck contains 52 cards with 
no duplicated or omitted cards. Jokers and blank cards must 
be removed. 

 

 

 

WMSC 
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 A special dispensation has been made for Muslim/Arabic 
competitors to use the following customised set of playing 
cards (based on the four elements - earth, wind, fire and 
water), which are to be produced to a sufficiently high standard 
to facilitate shuffling. 

 All packs of cards must be very carefully shuffled under the 
supervision of the Arbiter in charge. Particular attention must 
be given to ensuring that no cards ‘stick’ together. This 
requires many volunteers to perform this task. Every single 
deck must be checked by volunteers to ensure it was properly 
shuffled and contains 52 cards. 

 The deck must be reshuffled if there are any more than three 
consecutive cards in any suit. 

 Care must be taken to ensure only one deck is being shuffled 
at a time. Errors have occurred where two Arbiters are working 
side by side and accidently mix the decks, resulting in one 
deck having 54 cards and the other 50. 

 Random checks are to be made by an experienced/senior 
Arbiter to ensure the volunteers are adhering to good practice. 

 Decks will be returned at the end of the competition. Once the 
decks are returned, the competitors cannot challenge their 
scores for any of the Card Disciplines.  

                                        General Rules 
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Memorisation 

 Competitors must be seated at their tables, ready to begin at 
least five minutes before the start of each discipline. 

 Each competitor must be fully conversant with the rules prior to 
the start of the competition, as events will not be delayed to 
explain the rules or discuss how the discipline is scored. 

 Competitors are encouraged to bring their own clocks to 
monitor the time during each discipline. Bleepers/buzzers etc. 
must be switched off/muted during each discipline. Any devise 
with camera or recording applications such as mobile phones, 
iPads, android or Google Glass must not be used. 

 As total silence during competition cannot be guaranteed, 
competitors may bring ear plugs, headphones and other noise 
reducing devices. ‘Music’ headphones/earbuds are not permitted. 

 Competitors may leave their tables to use the toilet at any time 
during memorisation only. They must leave/return to the room 
quietly without disturbing other competitors. 

 Each competitor must maintain complete silence during each 
discipline. 

 Competitors are presented with Memorisation Papers placed 
face down on the table in front of them. 

 In Binary and written Number disciplines, competitors may 
bring transparent overlays with ruled lines to avoid the delay 
caused by drawing lines during memorisation time. If 
competitors bring such sheets, these must be approved by the 
adjudicator and will be collected before the recall phase. 

WMSC 
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 The adjudicator will announce that the discipline is about to 
commence and will check that each competitor has a 
Memorisation Paper. The organisers of the competition will 
provide all Memorisation Papers. 

 Once the adjudicator is happy that everyone has a 
Memorisation Paper, they will announce a “One minute mental 
preparation time” then a “10 seconds” announcement before 
starting the discipline by saying, “Neurons on the ready, GO!” 
At that point, the official timer will be started. 

 When the time allotted for memorisation is over, the 
adjudicator will announce, “Stop memorising. turn your papers 
over.” At that point, all competitors must stop memorising and 
turn all Memorisation Papers, together with any paper used to 
make notes during the discipline, face down on the table in 
front of them. The adjudicator will then clear the desk of all 
papers and will provide blank Recall Papers. 
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Recall 

 An announcement at various points of time will be made for 
both memorisation and recall phases as follows: 

 There is a short delay between memorisation and recall 
periods to allow for collection and distribution of papers/cards. 

 Generally, competitors are required to use the Recall Papers 
provided to allow for easy scoring. Different layouts make it 
difficult to compare the responses and answers. If a competitor 
wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, they must be handed 
in and approved by the adjudicator before the competition 
commences. 

 With the exception of Abstract Images and Names and Faces, 
all Recall Papers are to be printed on tinted light blue paper to 

WMSC 

2 Hour Recall 

1 hour remaining 
15 minutes remaining 
5 minutes remaining 
1 minute remaining 

1 Hour and 30 Minute 
disciplines 

 

15 minutes remaining 
5 minutes remaining 
1 minute remaining 

 
20, 15 and 10 Minute 

disciplines 
 

5 minutes remaining 
1 minute remaining 

 
5 Minute disciplines 

 
1 minute remaining 

 
Spoken Number discipline 

 
No announcement 
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distinguish it from the Recall Paper and any other papers. This 
will assist in ensuring all Recall Papers are collected. 

 All competitors must stay seated for a minimum of five minutes 
(i.e. the first five minutes) of recall for all events. This minimises 
disruption for fellow competitors, particularly in Spoken 
Numbers discipline.  

 Competitors must not leave the room in the last five minutes of 
recall period, to minimise disruption for those who do need the 
full recall period.  

 Once the adjudicator is happy that everyone has a Recall 
Paper, the recall period will be started by saying, “Neurons on 
the ready, GO!” At that point, the official timer will be started. 

 Competitors may hand Recall Papers to the adjudicator and 
quietly leave their table at any time during the recall period. 

 Once a competitor has left the table during the recall period 
(including toilet breaks), they will not be permitted to return to 
continue and, if they have not already done so, must submit 
their papers to the adjudicator. 

 Competitors must ensure that their name and competitor ID 
are clearly marked on the top of the first page of the Recall 
Paper submitted to the adjudicator. 

 It is the responsibility of each competitor to ensure that their 
answers on the Recall Paper are clear and that potential 
misunderstandings are clarified by writing notes to explain the 
meaning of an answer or by pointing it out to the adjudicator 
when the paper is collected. 

 No other changes to the Recall Paper will be allowed once it 
has been handed to the adjudicator. 

                                        General Rules 
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 The adjudicator’s decision is final; however, if there is any 
doubt about the meaning of a competitor’s answer, the 
competitor will be asked to do the following:- 

Discipline Action 

Number 
disciplines 

(Speed, 
Random, 

Spoken and 
Binary 

Numbers) 

State the number on which the clarification is 
required, having been given the row number that 
it appeared on (e.g. row 22) and the position of 
the digit in the row (e.g. 28th digit). If it is the 
Spoken Number discipline, the competitor will be 
asked to clarify the number by being given its 
position in the sequence of numbers. 

Random Words 
Rewrite the word having been given its number 
from the Memorisation Sheet (e.g. word 37). 

Names and 
Faces 

Shown the picture of the face and asked to write 
down the part of the name that needs clarifying. 

Cards 
State the card having been given the pack 
number (e.g. the 3rd pack) and the position of the 
card in the pack (e.g. the 11th card). 

Speed Cards 
No clarification will be necessary once the 
competitor has stated that they believe they have 
correctly recalled the pack. 

WMSC 
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Score Query 

In the event of a scoring query, competitors must provide details on 
the following form and hand into the Supervising Arbiter: 

 The supervising Arbiter will investigate the query and review 
the Recall Papers. Scores are generally triple checked and the 
competitor will be advised of any remedial action. 

 Competitors are not permitted to access/touch their Recall       
Papers during the review period. All Recall Papers will be        
destroyed at the end of the competition and are not to be       
returned to competitors. 

General  

 A large visual countdown timer is to be displayed at the front of 
the room.  

 People must identify themselves to sit in the designated ‘Hot 
Zone’ if they believe they will break a national or world record 
and/or come within 60% of the world record. At the start of the 
each discipline, competitors who have achieved this level    

                                        General Rules 
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before in training will be asked to raise their hand and move to 
the Hot Zone. For example, 5 minute Speed Numbers: world 
record is 500 (as of January 1, 2013). If a competitor can 
memorise more than 300 decimals (or 60% or more of 500), 
then they must enter the Hot Zone. 

 Recall Papers are to be handed in at the exit/back of the         
competition room where possible. This ensures that departing 
competitors don’t disturb other competitors by walking down to 
the front of the room and walking to the exit/back of the room 
– whereby potentially interrupting some twice. 

 Spectators and supporters must maintain ABSOLUTE SILENCE 
during the event (both memorisation and recall phases) and 
MUST NOT enter or leave the competition room during the 
memorisation phase. All mobile phones and other devices 
must be turned off while in the competition room. 

 

WMSC 

Chief Arbiter Phil Chambers with three times World Memory       
Champion Ben Pridmore (with Lucky Hat) at the 2012 WMC. 
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Chapter Six 

 

Competition schedules 

 

M emory competitions can take many forms depending on 
the age and experience of the competitors taking part. 
There are memory competitions in schools and colleges, 

online, and also at national and international level. Each has its own 
criteria. 

The World Memory Championships is at the elite end of the sport 
with the most talented competitors in the world taking part. Not          
surprisingly, competition at world level is far more arduous and          
requires independent arbiting to ensure that the results are able to 
be accepted by the WMSC for the World Rankings. 

However, in competitions where the results do not affect a competitor’s 
ranking in the sport, rules can be far more relaxed. There is plenty of 
room for “Fun” memory competitions. Events with short memorising 
and recall times are more attractive to audiences and the media. 

With major competitions at regional and national level, a suitably 
qualified member of the International Guild of Mind Sports Arbiters 
may well be required to be present to ensure the competition is carried 
out according to the rules. 

The World Memory Championships are a three-day event with ten 
disciplines. The following timetable has been developed over a          
number of competitions to accommodate the organisational and       
arbiting needs of each discipline. 

                                        Schedules 
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Day 1   Memo Recall 

9:00 – 9:30 

9:30 – 10:30 1. Names and Faces 15 mins 30 mins 

10:45 – 12:30 2. Binary Numbers 30 mins 60 mins 

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch  

13:30 – 16:45 3. Random Numbers (1 Hr) 60 mins 120 mins 

Day 2     

9:00 – 9:20 Results  

9:20 – 10:20 4. Abstract Images 15 mins 30 mins 

10:35 – 11:00 5. (a) Speed Numbers 1 5 mins 15 mins 

11:10 – 11:40 6. Historic/Future Dates 5 mins 15 mins 

11:40 –12:00 Break and Results  

12:00 – 12:30 5. (b) Speed Numbers 2 5 mins 15 mins 

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch  

14:00 – 17:30 7. Random Cards (1 Hr) 60 mins 120 mins 

Day 3     

9:00 – 9:15 Results  

9:15 – 10:15 8. Random Words 15 mins 30 mins 

10:45 – 12:45 9. Spoken Numbers                       
(3 trials: 100/300/world 

record +20%) 

100-
400+ 

seconds 

10, 15, 20 
mins 

12:45 – 14:15 Lunch  

14:15 – 14:30 Results  

14:30 – 18:00 10. Speed Cards  (Two Trials) 
(may be in 2 rounds) 

5 mins 5 mins 

Welcome  

World Memory Championships 

The World Memory Championships is hosted in countries around 
the world. It is conducted over three days with the Award Ceremony 
held on the evening of Day 3, or the next day. Order of disciplines 
and timings may change due to competition requirements. 

WMSC 
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One Day Memory Competition 

National competitions are run over a one day format. Disciplines may 
be split over two days with approval from the Council if, for example, 
required for venue constraints or media requirements. The disciplines 
listed below are in the order of the official scoring spreadsheet (as at 1 
July, 2012).  

    Memorisation Recall 

9:00 Welcome and introduction     

9:15 Random Words 5 mins 15 mins 

9:45 Binary Numbers 5 mins 15 mins 

10:15 Break     

10:30 Names and Faces 5 mins 15 mins 

11:00 Random Numbers 15 mins 30 mins 

12:00 Lunch     

1:00 Random Cards 10 mins 30 mins 

1:45 Speed Numbers 5 mins 15 mins 

2:15 Abstract Images 15 mins 30 mins 

3:15 Break     

3:30 Historic/Future Dates 5 mins 15 mins 

4:00 Spoken Numbers 100 sec 
300 sec 

5 mins 
15 mins 

5:00 Speed Cards 5 mins 
5 mins 

5 mins 
5 mins 

6:00 Closing Ceremony     

                                        Schedules 
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WMC Opening Ceremony and Competitor Briefing 

Registrations and Competitor Briefing are held the day prior to the 
World Memory Championships as part of the Opening Ceremony. Its 
purpose is to brief competitors and Arbiters on the key elements of 
the Championship and answer any questions prior to the start of 
Competition. 

A detailed two+ hour Arbiter training session will be held separately.  

1. Registration  

Competitors are to register and hand in playing cards (for  One 
Hour Cards and Speed Cards disciplines) before opening ceremony  

2. Welcome – Preamble, major messages/announcements  

3. Major updates to competition/disciplines  

4. Ethical Conduct  

5. Arbiters’ Pledge  

Competitors’ Pledge  

6. Overview of major logistics during Championships  

7. Question Time 

8. Top Seed Seating arrangements - Top 20 Competitors choose 
seats according to World Rankings (top ranked player has first 
choice) 

9. Close of Opening Ceremony  

10. New Competitor/Arbiter briefing 

Sample Agenda 

WMSC 
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WMC Closing Ceremony   

1.  Welcome  

2.  New Arbiters - Level 1 

3.  Team – Country Participation 
One representative from each country accepts participation 
Certificates for the country and for each competitor  

4.  New National Memory Sports Councils 

5.  International Masters of Memory  

6.  Grandmasters of Memory  

7.  10 Discipline Results 
- Gold Silver Bronze Medals and Certificates 
- Kids / Junior / Adult 

8.  Top 10 Countries - Certificates awarded to Top 3  

9.  Top 10 Kids, Junior and Adults announced 

Trophies/Certificates awarded to Top 3 for each category 

10.  Announcement of World Memory Champion 

11.  Close of World Memory Championships 

Sample agenda 

                                        Schedules 
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German Regional Events 

Seven disciplines for Regional Events in Germany are: 

 Names and Faces 
 Speed Numbers 
 Abstract Images 
 Binary Numbers 
 Random Words 
 Historic / Future Dates 
 Speed Cards 

USA Events 

USA Memory Championships are held on one day and features a 
qualifying round of four disciplines that will culminate with the top 
eight scoring Mental Athletes advancing to a Championship Round. 
This final round will determine the USA National Memory Champion. 
The qualifying disciplines are: 

 Names and Faces 
 Speed Numbers 
 Speed Cards 
 Poetry 
 

The top eight scoring Mental Athletes advance to the Championship 
Round. The three Championship Round Disciplines in order are: 

 Spoken Words 
 Three Strikes You’re Out 
 Double Deck O’Cards 
 

Each discipline is conducted in a round-robin style tournament 
commencing with eight Mental Athletes. Three competitors will be 
eliminated after the first discipline, two after the second and two 
during the third round to crown the USA Champion. 

 

WMSC 
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Chapter Seven 

The Ten Memory Disciplines - official rules 

 

T he official standard for memory competitions is a ten discipline 
format which consist of: 

1. Names and Faces 

2. Binary Numbers 

3. Random Numbers 

4. Abstract Images 

5. Speed Numbers 

6. Historic / Future Dates 

7. Random Cards 

8. Random Words 

9. Spoken Numbers 

10. Speed Cards 

Events that comply with the WMSC standard rules will be included in 
the World Rankings, be recognised for World Records and listed in 
the official World Memory Statistics. 

Non-standard events will be included in National Rankings only. 

At a World level, some disciplines like Random Cards and Random 
Numbers, can have a one hour memorisation period and a two hour 
recall time.  

                                        Disciplines 
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At a national level, memorisation times can be reduced to five 
minutes with a fifteen minute recall time to suit the level of 
competitors taking part. 

There are four standard formats for a competition:- 

World  Disciplines are conducted at maximum timing. 

National  Six disciplines are shortened and include a variety 
‘speed’ 5 minute formats. 

International  Some disciplines shortened to 30 minute formats. 

Regional  Seven Disciplines only are held – excludes the 
following events:  
3.   Random Numbers 
7.   Random Cards 
9.   Spoken Numbers 

 

Full sample sheets and templates are available on 
www.worldmemorychampionships.com 

 

WMSC 
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Discipline 1.  Names and Faces 

Aim  

To commit to memory and recall as many names as possible and link 
them to the right face. 

Memorisation  

1. Colour photographs of different people (head and shoulder shots 
without backgrounds) with a first name and a second name 
printed underneath each picture. 

2. The number of faces presented equals the current world record 
+20%. 

3. Names are assigned randomly to avoid competitors obtaining 
clues to the name by the ethnic origin of the face. 

Time National International World 

To memorise  5 minutes  15 minutes 15 minutes 

To recall 15 minutes 30 minutes 30 minutes 

                                        Names and Faces 
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4. A full mix of ethnicity, age and gender of faces is used:- Male/
Female ratio is 50:50; Adult/Child ratio is 80:20; and as a           
general principle, one third of Adults will be approx. 15-30 years 
old, one third 31-60 years old and one third seniors 61+ years old. 

5. All Names and Faces are to be from a wide range of ethnic 
groups/regions and allocated evenly: 

6. First and Second Names are combined entirely at random (e.g. a 
face may have a Chinese first name and a European surname) 
and are randomly assigned to faces. 

7. First names are assigned according to gender (e.g. female 
names to female faces only). 

8. Each name must be used once only in a single competition. 

9. Hyphenated names, such as Sue-Ellen or Barton-Smith, are not 
used as they can be considered as two names in some cultures 
i.e. Mandarin/China. 

10. Chinese first names that are two syllables/characters, such as 
Kin Pong, are combined with the second syllable/character  
capitalised KinPong. 

Region  Includes: 

1.English/Anglo Saxon British, Welsh,  Australian, North American 

2. European German, French, Swedish, Italian, Russian 

3. Middle Eastern Arabic, Egyptian, Israeli, Turkish 

4. Eastern Asian Mandarin, Cantonese, Japanese, Korean 

5. Central Asian Thai, Filipino, Vietnamese, Malaysian 

6. Far Eastern Indian, Pakistani, Mongolian 

7. African Afrikaans, Zimbabwean, Kenyan 

8. Latin/Hispanic Spanish, Mexican, Chilean, Argentinean 

WMSC 
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11. Accents in names may be displayed (such as ú é á ñ ç ō í) but 
are not required for scoring – no penalty will be incurred if an 
accent is not included on a Recall Paper.  

12. No bias towards an individual country will be accepted in a        
national competition e.g. it is not allowed to use all French 
names in a French competition. 

13. All National, International and World records that did not conform 
to this ruling (announced in February 2011) were reset to zero 
since a comparison with previous events was invalid. 

14. Pictures may be provided as:-  
3 rows of 3 images per page on sheets of A4 paper  
3 rows of 5 images per page on sheets of A3 paper  
4 rows of 6 images per page on sheets of A3 paper 

15. Competitors who do not use a Roman alphabet (e.g. Chinese, 
Japanese, Mongolian, Arabic, and Hindi) may request a translation 
into their own language at least one month before the tournament. 

16. In the case where more than one language is displayed i.e.          
English and Simplified Chinese, competitors must select/
memorise one language only. 

Recall 

1. Competitors will be given the colour photographs again in the 
same format as the Memorisation Paper but with the names         
removed and the pictures in a different order/page. 

2. Competitors must clearly write down the correct name (first and/
or second name) under each photograph. 

3. In the case where more than one language was displayed on the 
Memorisation Paper, i.e. English and Simplified Chinese,           
competitors must answer with one language only. 
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Scoring 

1. A point is awarded for every correctly spelt first name. 

2. A point is awarded for every correctly spelt second name. 

3. Points are still awarded if only the first name or the surname 
can be recalled.  

4. The Memorisation Paper shall contain no repetitions of first or 
surnames. Correspondingly, the repetition of names on the        
Recall Paper is not allowed. A penalty of 0.5 point may be      
deducted if a first or surname is repeated by the competitor on 
the Recall Paper more than two times. Penalty applies for each 
occurrence of a name being repeated. 

5. An incorrect first name or surname scores 0 points. 

6. Where two names are written under a face, they must be         
written in the correct order. If surname is written before first 
name, then it is considered incorrect and scores 0 points. 

7. There is no penalty if either first name or surname is left blank. 

8. The results are totalled. The total score is rounded up to the 
nearest whole number, written at the top of the Recall Paper 
and entered into the database as a whole number i.e. 45.5 is 
rounded up to 46. 

9. Accents in names and capitalisation, such as François or         
KinPong, may be displayed but are not required for scoring i.e. 
Francois or Kinpong are considered correct answers. 

10. No points are awarded if a second language is used e.g. if the 
majority of answers are in Simplified Chinese and one answer 
is in English, then the English answer is void. 

11. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided 
by looking at the photograph(s) to which a name has been       
incorrectly assigned - the competitor with fewest incorrectly 
identified names will be the winner. 
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Translations  

Translations for non-Roman alphabets are made available at the 
World Memory Championships and some National and International 
competitions on request with a minimum of one month’s notice. 
These include:- 

 Arabic 

 Traditional Chinese 

 Simplified Chinese 

 Japanese 

 Mongolian 
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Discipline 2.  Binary Numbers 

Aim 

The aim is to commit to memory and to recall as many binary digits 
(e.g. 101101) as possible. 

Memorisation 

1. Computer-generated numbers are presented in rows of 30 
digits with 25 rows per page. (750 digits per page) 

2. The total number of digits presented equals the current world 
record +20%. More digits are available from the adjudicator if 
requested one month in advance of the competition. 

3. At the competitor’s discretion, transparent film, pre-made, with 
vertical lines may be used in order to eliminate the drawing of 
lines at the beginning of memorisation. These must be 
approved by the adjudicator before the competition and 
collected at the end of memorisation. Every effort is made to 
ensure a standard format/layout of the Memorisation Sheet 
but cannot be guaranteed. 

Recall 

1. Competitors must use the Recall Papers provided. Pre-printed 
transparent film is used for scoring. 

2. It must be clear how the rows presented on the Recall Paper 
relate to the rows on the Memorising Paper (missing rows must 
be clearly indicated). 

Time National 
(Speed) 

International World 

To memorise  5 minutes  30 minutes 30 minutes 

To recall 15 minutes 60 minutes 60 minutes 
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3. Competitors may choose to leave blanks instead of writing zeros 
(‘0’s). Competitors must be consistent on all pages - either zeros 
or spaces. All blanks will be marked as if it was a zero unless the 
end of a row is indicated. 

4. Last row only - Competitors must mark the end of their recall in a 
clear and unambiguous way, such as ‘stop’ ‘end’, ‘E’, ‘e’ or a 
horizontal line after the last square. If the end is not marked like 
that, it will be assumed that recall ends after the last ‘1’ (one) in 
the last row. 

Scoring 

1. 30 points are awarded for every complete row that is correctly 
recalled in order. 

2. For every complete row of 30 that has a single mistake in it (this 
includes a missing digit), 15 points are awarded. 

3. For every complete row of 30 that has two or more mistakes 
(including missing digits), 0 points are awarded for that row. 

4. There is no penalty for missing rows. 

5. For the last row only. If the last row is incomplete (e.g. only the 
first 20 numbers have been written down) and all of the digits 
are correct, then the points awarded will equal the number of 
digits recalled (20 in this example). 

6. If the last row is incomplete and there is a single mistake (this 
includes a missing digit) then the points awarded will equal half 
the number of digits recalled. (For an odd number of digits, the 
fraction is rounded up e.g. 19 the score would be 19/2 rounded 
up equals 10) 

7. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided by 
looking at the rows the competitor tried to recall but for which 
he/she got 0 points. For every correctly positioned Binary 
Number in these rows, they will be given 1 decision point. The 
competitor with the most decision points is the winner. 
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                                        Binary Numbers 

Binary Digits Arbiters Scoring Sheet using pre-printed transparent  
film. Actual contrast is much lighter i.e. light yellow rather than black. 
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Discipline 3.  Random Numbers – 15, 30, 60  
     minutes  

Aim  

To commit to memory as many random digits (1, 3, 5, 8, 2, 5, etc.) as 
possible, in complete rows of 40 digits, and recall them perfectly. 

Memorisation 

1. Computer-generated numbers are presented in rows of 40 digits 
with 25 rows per page. 

2. The number of digits presented equals the current world record 
+20%. Further digits are available from the adjudicator if 
requested one month in advance of the competition. 

Recall 

1. Competitors are to use the Recall Papers provided to facilitate 
easier scoring. 

2. If a competitor wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, they 
must be approved by the adjudicator before the competition. 

3. Competitors must write their recalled numbers in rows of 40 
digits. 

Time National International World 

To memorise  15 minutes  30 minutes 60 minutes 

To recall 30 minutes 60 minutes 120 minutes 
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4. It must be clear how the rows presented on the Recall Paper 
relate to the rows on the Memorising Paper (missing rows must 
be clearly indicated). 

Scoring 

1. 40 points are awarded for every complete row that is correctly 
recalled in order. 

2. For every complete row of 40 that has a single mistake in it (this 
includes a missing digit), 20 points are awarded for that row. 

3. For every complete row of 40 that has two or more mistakes 
(including missing digits), 0 points are awarded for that row. 

4. There is no penalty for missing rows. 

5. For the last row only. If the last row is incomplete (e.g. only the 
first 30 numbers have been written down) and all of the digits 
are correct, then the points awarded will equal the number of 
digits recalled (30 in this example). 

6. If the last row is incomplete and there is a single mistake (this 
includes a missing digit), then the points awarded will equal half 
the number of digits recalled. For an odd number of digits, the 
fraction is rounded up e.g. if 29 with one mistake, the score is 
divided by 2, 29/2, = 14.5 and rounded up to 15. 

7. For two or more mistakes in the last row (including missing 
digits), 0 points are awarded for the last row. 

8. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided by 
looking at the rows the competitor tried to recall but for which 
he/she got 0 points. For every correctly positioned Number in 
these rows, there will be given 1 decision point. The competitor 
with the most decision points is the winner. 
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Discipline 4.  Abstract Images 

Aim 

To commit to memory and recall the sequence of abstract images in 
as many rows as possible. 

 

 

Memorisation  

1. A4 pages each containing 10 rows of 5 images each. The 
images are considered to be in order e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

2. Each row is separate and the maximum number of images is 
five. It is invalid to create a sequence of more than one row i.e. 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 etc 

3. The number of images presented equals the current world 
record +20%. 

4. Competitors may choose which rows to attempt. 

5. IMPORTANT - No writing (e.g. pens or pencils) or measuring 
(e.g. rulers) instruments or additional sheets of paper may be 
present on the desk during the memorisation phase of this 
discipline. What constitutes a measuring instrument is at the 
discretion of the Chief Arbiter. 

Time National 
(Speed) 

International World 

To memorise  15 minutes  15 minutes 15 minutes 

To recall 30 minutes 30 minutes 30 minutes 
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Recall 

1. The Recall Paper is in the same format as the Memorisation  
Paper but with the five images in a different sequence within 
each row. Note: the rows are in the same order. 

2. Competitors must write under each image a number indicating 
its original position (reading from left to right) e.g. 4, 3, 1, 2, 5. 

Scoring  

1. Five points are awarded for every correct row. 

2. If there are any omissions or errors within an attempted row, one 
point is deducted from the overall score (e.g. perfect rows score 
+5, rows with errors score -1). 

3. There is no penalty for any missing row. 

4. If the final score is a negative it is rounded up to zero. 
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Discipline 5.  Speed Numbers 

Aim  

To commit to memory as many random digits (1, 3, 5, 8, 2, 5, etc.) 
as quickly as possible, in complete rows of 40 digits, and recall 
them perfectly. 

Note: there is a break after the recall phase of Trial 1 to allow for 
scoring of the first attempt. Competitors are advised of their results 
before attempting the second trial. 

* A National competition may conduct a second trial if the 
Championship is over two days (e.g. Sweden and Australia) – this 
assists those practicing for an International and/or World Memory 
Championships. 

Time National International World 

To memorise  5 minutes  5 minutes 5 minutes 

To recall 15 minutes  15 minutes 15 minutes 

Trials 1* 2 2 
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Memorisation 

1. Computer-generated numbers are presented in rows of 40 digits 
with up to 25 rows per page. 

2. The number of digits presented equals the current world record 
+20%. Further digits are available from the adjudicator if 
requested one month in advance of the competition. 

Recall 
1. Competitors should use the Recall Papers provided. 

2. If a competitor wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, these 
must be approved by the adjudicator before the competition. 
Competitors must write their recalled numbers in rows of 40 
digits. 

3. It must be clear how the rows presented on the Recall Paper 
relate to the rows on the Memorising Paper (missing rows must 
be clearly indicated). 

Scoring  

1. 40 points are awarded for every complete row that is correctly 
recalled in order. 

2. For every complete row of 40 that has a single mistake in it (this 
includes a missing digit), 20 points are awarded for that row. 

3. For every complete row of 40 that has two or more mistakes 
(including missing digits), 0 points are awarded for that row. 

4. There is no penalty for missing rows. 

5. For the last row only. If the last row is incomplete (e.g. only the 
first 29 numbers have been written down) and all of the digits 
are correct, then the points awarded will equal the number of 
digits recalled (29 in this example). 

6. If the last row is incomplete and there is a single mistake (this 
includes a missing digit), then the points awarded will equal half 
the number of digits recalled.  
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7. For an odd number of digits, the fraction is rounded up e.g. if 29 
and there is one mistake, the score is divided by 2, 29/2, = 14.5 
and rounded up to 15. 

8. For two or more mistakes in the last row (including missing 
digits), 0 points are awarded for that row. 

9. The winner of the discipline is the competitor with the highest 
score (the best score from the two attempts is put forward). 

10. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be the 
competitor who has a better second trial. If the competitors are 
also equal in this second trial the adjudicator will look at the 
extra lines of the best trial of each competitor (The lines the 
competitor tried to recall but for which he/she got 0 points). For 
every correctly positioned number, 1 decision point will be given. 
The competitor with the most decision points is the winner. 

 

                                        Speed Numbers 

Sample Recall Sheet. Extra rows are provided in case competitors 

make errors and wish to rewrite a row of digits.  
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Discipline 6.  Historic / Future Dates 

Aim  

The aim is to commit to memory as many numerical historic/future 
dates as possible and to link them to the correct fictional event.  

Memorisation 

1. The number of different historic/future dates presented equals 
the current world record +20%, with 40 dates presented per 
page. 

2. The historic/future dates are between the years 1000 and 
2099. 

3. All historic/future dates are fictitious or general and non-
culturally specific (e.g. Peace Treaty signed). 

4. The length of the event text is between one and six words. 

5. Statistically the whole range of years will be used and no year 
(and no event) will be presented twice. 

6. The four-digit number of the historic/future years is on the left 
side of the event and the events are displayed vertically under 
each other. 

7. Both columns are to be randomised so as not to appear in 
number or alphabetical order. 

 

Time National 
(Speed) 

International World 

To memorise  5 minutes  5 minutes 5 minutes 

To recall 15 minutes 15 minutes 15 minutes 
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Recall 

1. Competitors will be given Recall Papers with 40 historic/future 
event texts written on each page. 

2. The historic/future event texts are in a different order from that 
in the memorising phase. 

3. Competitors must now write down the correct year in front of the 
event texts. 

Scoring 

1. A point is awarded for every correctly assigned year. All four 
digits of the year written down must be correct. 

2. Half a mark is deducted for an incorrectly assigned year. 

3. Only one four-digit year can be written down in front of the event. 

4. There is no penalty for missing dates. 

5. The results are totalled. The Total Score is rounded up to the 
nearest whole number, written at the top of the Recall Sheet and 
entered into the database as a whole number i.e. 45.5 is 
rounded up to 46. 

6. If the final score is a negative, it is rounded up to zero. 

7. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided by 
counting the mistakes (incorrectly assigned dates) of the 
competitors. The competitor with the least number of incorrectly 
assigned dates is the winner. 

Translations  

Translations are made available at the World Memory Championships 
and some National and International competitions on request with a 
minimum of one month’s notice. 
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Discipline 7. Random Cards – 10, 30 and 60     
    Minute Disciplines 

Aim 

To commit to memory and recall as many separate packs (decks) of 
52 playing cards as possible. 

Note: there is a five to fifteen minute break between memorising and 
recall to allow for collection of the packs of cards. 

Memorisation 

1. A number (specified by the competitor) of separate and 
individual shuffled packs (decks) of 52 playing cards. 

2. The competitor must bring his/her own cards; these must be 
handed to the adjudicator for shuffling the day before the start 
of the World Memory Championships and before the competition 
commences on the day of a National/International competition. 

3. The cards can be looked at repeatedly and more than one card 
can be looked at simultaneously. 

4. The order of memorisation (top to bottom or bottom to top) 
should also be indicated. This can be done during memorisation 
or immediately after. Elastic bands and labels will be provided to 
the competitor for this purpose. 

5. The packs must be numbered in sequence, initialed and bound 
with an elastic band. 

Time National 
(Speed) 

International World 

To memorise  10 minutes  30 minutes 60 minutes 

To recall 30 minutes 60 minutes 120 minutes 
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6. Competitors hand in the memorised packs and indicate whether 
the last pack has been partially committed to memory. 

Recall  

1. Competitors will be provided with Recall Papers – two decks per 
page. 

2. If a competitor wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, these 
must be handed in and approved by the Senior Arbiter before 
the competition. 

3. Competitors must write down the order of each pack of cards so 
that the value (e.g. A, 2, 3….J.Q.K) and suit (Clubs, Diamonds, 
Hearts, and Spades) is clear for each card in each pack.  

4. Competitors who use Arabian Memory Cards must write down 
the order of each pack of cards so that the value (0, 1, 2, ….  ،أ، ح

ن  ( and suit (Earth, Wind, Fire and Water) is clear for each card in 
each pack.  

5. Competitors must make it clear on their Recall Papers, to which 
pack the list of cards is referring to. 

Scoring 

1. 52 points are awarded for every pack (deck) correctly recalled. 

2. 26 points are awarded if there is a single mistake written down 
(including missing cards). 

3. 0 points are awarded if there are two or more mistakes. 

4. In the case of two cards being transposed, this counts as two 
errors. 

5. There is no penalty if not all decks are attempted. 

6. For the last pack only: if the last pack is incomplete (e.g. only the 
first 38 cards were memorised) and all of the cards recalled are 
correct, then the points awarded will equal the number of cards 
recalled (38 in this example). 
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7. If the last pack is incomplete and there is one mistake, then the 
points awarded will equal half the number of cards recalled.  

8. For an odd number of cards, the fraction is rounded up e.g. if 29 
cards with one mistake, the score is divided by 2, 29/2, = 14.5 
and rounded up to 15. 

9. Two or more mistakes in the last pack scores 0. 

10. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided by 
looking at the extra decks the competitor has tried to recall but 
for which he/she got 0 points. For every correctly positioned 
card in that deck, 1 decision point will be given. The competitor 
with the most decision points is the winner. 

 

                                       Random Cards 

Random Cards Recall Paper. 52 rows and printed in colour. 
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Discipline 8.  Random Words 

Aim 

The aim is to commit to memory as many random words (e.g. dog, 
vase, guitar, etc. in complete columns of 20 words) as possible and 
recall them perfectly. 

Memorisation 

1. A list of generally known words organised in columns of 20 
words with 5 columns to a page. Approximately 80% concrete 
nouns, 10% abstract nouns and 10% infinitive verbs. 

2. The words are sourced from an internationally recognised 
dictionary. This source document was chosen for it suitability for 
kids and junior competitors and a standard level of vocabulary 
for all adults. 

3. Words that are spelt differently in some regions, such as English 
(UK) and English (USA) e.g. tire and tyre will be avoided. Words 
that are culturally specific or sensitive will also be avoided. 

4. The number of words presented equals the current world record 
+20%. 

5. Each column is separate. Competitors must start at the first 
word of column one and remember as many of the words (in 
that column) in order as possible. 

6. Competitors may choose which column(s) to attempt. 

Time National International World 

To memorise  5 minutes  15 minutes 15 minutes 

To recall 15 minutes 30 minutes 30 minutes 
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Recall 

1. Competitors must write down the list of words on the Recall 
Papers provided. 

2. If a competitor wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, these 
must be approved by the adjudicator before the competition. 

3. Each word must be clearly numbered and the start and finish of 
each column of words easily identifiable. 

Scoring 

1. A point is awarded for every word in a complete column where 
all 20 words are correctly spelt. 

2. The competitor may use upper or lower case letters. 

3. One mistake (including plurals, gaps and synonyms) in a column 
of 20 words gives a score of 10 for that column (20/2). 

4. Two or more mistakes in a column of 20 words scores 0 for that 
column. 

5. There is no penalty for missing columns. 

6. For the final column only. If the final column is partially 
complete, a point is awarded for each word if all are correctly 
spelt. One mistake in the partial column means the points 
awarded will equal half the number of words recalled. Two or 
more mistakes will score 0 for the column. 

7. * If a word has been clearly memorised, but has been spelt 
incorrectly, no points are given for this word. It will not, however, 
cancel other words in a column. For example, if somebody writes 
‘rhythm’ instead of ‘rhythm’, no points will be given for this word, 
and, if all other words in the column are correct, full marks 
minus one will be given for that column (e.g. 19). 

8. Singular and plural mistakes count as a memory mistake.                               
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9. If there is both one memory mistake in a column and a spelling 
 mistake, then first the maximum points given for the column 
 will be halved and then a point for the wrongly spelled word will 
 be subtracted (e.g. max 20 points, divided by 2 gives 10 
 points, minus one is 9.) 

10. To remember the order, follow the MouSe rule (developed by 
 Gaby Kappus) which reminds us that it is the memorisation 
 points that are deducted before the Spelling mistake. 
 Otherwise, 9½ points would be rounded back up to 10 with no 
 penalty for a single spelling error. 

11. The Total Points for all columns are added up. If the total 
 includes a half mark, it is to be rounded up (72.5 points = 73 
 points) and the total is written at the top of the Recall Sheet. 

12. In the case of tied winning scores, the winner will be decided 
 by looking at the columns the competitor tried to recall but for 
 which he/she got 0 points. For every correctly positioned word 
 in that column, one decision point will be awarded. The 
 competitor with the most decision points is the winner. 

* This rule helps limit complications that may arise from spelling 
ambiguities, mistakes in translations, dyslexia, and handicaps for 
non-English speakers etc. 

Translations  

Translations are made available at the World Memory 
Championships and some National and International competitions 
on request with a minimum of one month’s notice. 
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Discipline  9.  Spoken Numbers 

Aim 

To commit to memory and recall as many Spoken Numbers as 
possible. 

Note: there is a break after the recall phase to allow for scoring of 
each attempt. Competitors are advised of their results before 
attempting the second and third trial. 

 

 

 

Time National (Speed) International World 

To 
memorise  

Attempt 1  
- 100 seconds 

Attempt 2  
- 300 seconds 

Attempt 1  
- 100 seconds 

Attempt 2  
- 300 seconds 

Attempt 3  
-  world record 

+20% 

Attempt 1  
- 200 seconds 

Attempt 2  
- 300 seconds 

Attempt 3  
- world record 

+20% 

To recall Attempt 1  
- 5 minutes 

Attempt 2  
- 15 minutes  

Attempt 1  
- 10 minutes 

Attempt 2  
- 15 minutes 

Attempt 3  
- 20 minutes  

Attempt 1  
- 10 minutes 

Attempt 2  
- 15 minutes 

Attempt 3  
- 20 minutes  
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Memorisation 

1. Randomised decimal digits are broadcast via a software 
program and good quality speakers in English (e.g. 1, 5, 4, 8, 
etc) at a rate of one second per digit. 

2. In the final trial of the World Memory Championships, the 
number of digits spoken equals the current world record +20%. 

3. For non-English speaking International and National 
competitions only, the official/majority language may be used. At 
the discretion of the Event Organisers of Open competitions 
only, additional trials may be provided in English or the sole trial 
may be switched to English. Competitors may only participate in 
one set of languages. 

4. No writing is allowed during the playing of the recording. 

5. When a competitor has reached their memorising limit, they must 
stay quietly in their seats for the remainder of the recording. 

6. If for some reason the attempt has to be paused due to an 
external distraction, the attempt will be continued from five 
numbers before the interruption. The extra recording will be 
played for the rest of the numbers to the target amount. 

Recall  

1. Competitors must use the Recall Papers provided. 

2. If a competitor wishes to use his/her own Recall Papers, these 
must be approved by the adjudicator before the competition. 

3. Competitors must write their recalled numbers in consecutive 
order from the start of the spoken sequence. 

4. Competitors may have the Recall Papers for the discipline 
placed on the floor under their desks prior to the memorisation 
phase. Once the recording has finished and they are advised to 
do so by the Adjudicator, they may pick up the papers and begin 
the recall. 
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Scoring 

1. One point is awarded for every correct consecutive digit that the 
competitor writes down from the first digit of the spoken 
sequence. 

2. As soon as the competitor makes their first mistake, that is 
where the marking stops. For example, if a competitor recalls 
127 digits but makes a mistake at the 43rd digit, then the score 
will be 42. If a competitor recalled 200 digits but made a 
mistake on the first digit the score would be 0. 

3. In the case of an external distraction, the competitors must be 
able to write down the numbers of the first trial, and then the 
numbers of the second extra trial will be added. For example: A 
trial with 100 digits where a loud noise disrupts the discipline at 
the 47th digit. The organiser decides that until digit 42 (i.e. five 
digits before the interruption), the number could have been 
recalled perfectly. 

4. The recording is resumed at digit 42 and continues to the 100th 
digit.  

5. If the reason for the disturbance was a competitor who has 
disturbed the discipline in an unfair manner, then he/she is not 
allowed to take part in the extra trial. 

6. For National events: If two or more competitors achieve a perfect 
score of 300 seconds, the winner will be determined by the 
competitor with the highest score in the first attempt. If both 
attempts are equal, the result will be joint first place. 

7. For International and WMC events: If two or more competitors 
achieve a perfect score, the winner will be determined by the 
competitor with the highest score in the other attempt/s. If 
equal, the competitor with the highest score in the first attempt 
is the winner. If all attempts are equal, the result will be joint 
first place. 
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Discipline  10.  Speed Cards 

Aim  

To commit to memory and recall a single pack (deck) of 52 playing 
cards in the shortest possible time. 

There are two attempts at this discipline with a ‘fresh’ deck provided 
at each trial. 

Memorisation 

1. A freshly shuffled pack (deck) of 52 playing cards. The 
competitor must provide his/her own cards; these must be 
shuffled by the adjudicator before the competition. 

2. Competitors who expect to memorise the complete pack (deck) 
of cards in less than 5 minutes: 

a. Must inform the adjudicator so that a timekeeper with a 
stopwatch (capable of measuring 1/100 of a second) 
can be assigned and 

b. Must agree with their invigilator an appropriate signal 
that indicates they have finished memorising. 

c. Alternatively, a Speed Stacks timer may be used under 
supervision of an Arbiter/invigilator. 

d. All mobile phones, iPads or similar mobile devices are 
banned from the competition room during this discipline. 

Time National International World 

To memorise  <5 minutes  < 5 minutes < 5 minutes 

To recall 5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes 
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3. Competitors may start memorisation at any point during 5 
minute memorisation period. 

4. The cards can be looked at repeatedly and more than one card 
can be looked at simultaneously. 

5. The deck of cards must be in clear sight at all times – wrists 
must be kept at desk level wherever possible. 

6. Competitors must not begin recalling their pack until the 
adjudicator has announced that the 5 minute recall period has 
commenced. 

Recall 

1. After the memorising phase, each competitor gets a second 
pack of cards which is in perfect order (i.e. 2 Hearts, 3 Hearts, 4 
Hearts, etc. and 0 Earth, 1 Earth, 2 Earth for Arabian Memory 
Cards).  The competitor has to order this second deck of cards in 
the same sequence as the pack just memorised. 

2. The packs will be clearly identified as the first or second (recall) 
pack. 

3. After the recall phase, both decks will be put beside each other 
on the table, the top card being the first one memorised. 

Scoring 

1. The Arbiter will compare each card from the memorised pack 
with each card of the recall pack. At the first discrepancy 
between the two packs, only the cards up to this point will be 
counted. 

2. The competitor who correctly memorises all 52 cards in the 
quickest time wins the discipline. 

3. If a competitor recalls less than 52 cards, the memorisation time 
(t) will be taken as 300 seconds and they will receive a score of 
c/52 points where c is the number of cards correctly recalled. 
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4. Scores will be calculated using the following formula for a 
complete deck of cards correctly memorised:  

11180/(time to the power of 0.75)  

This gives 1000 points for a deck recalled in 25 seconds. 

5. The best score from the two attempts counts. 

6. In the case of tied winning scores, the best score of the other trial 
will decide the winner. 

Speed Stacks timer 

Many tournaments (including the World Memory Championships) 
make use of Speed Stacks timers in which timing automatically 
starts when competitors remove either hand from touch sensitive 
panels. Timing stops when competitors replace both hands on the 
panels after memorising. Competitors may adapt Speed Stacks 
timers such that they may be stopped by one hand (e.g. by placing a 
weight on one pressure pad). 

 

                                       Speed Cards 
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Chapter Eight 

 

Grandmaster of Memory (GMM) 

 

T he title of Grandmaster of Memory was first awarded in 
October 1995 at a Memory Awards Ceremony at Hanbury 
Manor. The event was a conscious homage to the very first 

award of chess grandmaster titles at St Petersburg in 1914 by Czar 
Nicholas II to the greats of the world’s most widespread mind sport. 

The award of the memory titles was jointly sanctioned by His Serene 
Highness Prince Philip von und zu Liechtenstein, the Brain Trust 
Charity, which endorsed and hosted the event, and Tony Buzan, 
International Arbiter of Mental World Records. 

As at the end of the 2012 World Memory Championships, there are 
135 Grandmasters from 16 countries (see http://www.world-
memory-statistics.com/grandmasters.php). 

To encourage new entrants globally to take up the sport of memory, 
the World Memory Sports Council has decided at their plenary 
session during the 21st World Memory Championships in London, 
December 2012 to introduce a new title recognising significant 
achievement. 

Commencing at WMC 2013, the WMSC will introduce a new title of 
International Master of Memory (IMM) and redefine qualification 
criteria for the title of Grandmaster of Memory (GMM). 

The title of World Memory Champion (WMC), contested annually, 
remains the supreme means of recognition of Memory Athletes. 

                                      Grandmaster of Memory 
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The changes have been introduced for two reasons: 

1. To maintain the prestige of GMM as the ultimate permanent 
accolade in memory. 

2. To grant recognition for achievement at a lower level than GMM 
but still outstanding. 

International Master of Memory (IMM) will follow the previous GMM 
Criteria and must be achieved in WMSC approved, 10 discipline 
tournaments. Competitors do not have to achieve all three norms in 
a single tournament. 

 1000 digits in one hour 

 10 decks of cards in one hour 

 One deck of cards in two minutes or less 

Competitors who wish to attain their International Master of Memory 
qualifications at a World Memory Championships must ensure that 
they compete in all 10 disciplines at a reasonable level i.e. not solely 
focusing on the International Master Events. 

Grandmaster of Memory (GMM) can only be awarded at the World 
Memory Championship. GMM titles will be awarded to the top five 
placed competitors that are not already GMMs who have achieved a 
total of 5,000 or more cumulative points in that year. 

Any competitor who already has a full GMM title will maintain their 
title for life. 

Any competitor with one or two current GM Norms may use these to 
contribute to the new IMM title. The above criteria supersede and 
replace all previous GMM qualification criteria. 
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International Grandmaster of Memory (IGM) 

A new title of International Grandmaster of Memory (IGM) is awarded 
to everyone who has achieved more than 6,000 points according to 
current millennium standards (as of January 2013) at a World 
Memory Championship and to all former World Champions of 
Memory. 

Inaugural List of IGMs  

1. Johannes Mallow, Germany 

2. Wang Feng, China 

3. Ben Pridmore, England 

4. Dr Gunther Karsten, Germany 

5. Clemens Mayer, Germany 

6. Andi Bell, England 

7. Dominic O'Brien, England 

8. Jonathan Hancock, England 

9. Simon Reinhard, Germany 

10. Jonas von Essen, Sweden 

11. Boris Konrad, Germany 

12. Christian Schäfer, Germany 

13. Ola Kare Risa, Norway 

14. Liu Su, China 

15. Astrid Plessl, Austria 

16. Cornelia Beddies, Germany 
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Chapter Nine 

 

The Millennium Standards -                                
How Championship Points are Awarded 

 

T o ensure a fair and consistent scoring system for all 
competitions worldwide, the Millennium Standard Counting 
System for the Memory Championships was adopted. This was 

inspired by the standard points systems used in the World and 
Olympic track-and-field event, the Decathlon (a similar scoring 
system is used for the Pentathlon and Heptathlon). 

In the Decathlon, the International Athletic Committees set Future 
Standards in each discipline, which were comfortably above the 
world records in that discipline. They were set as future goals, and as 
‘Future Standards’ against which any Decathlete could measure 
current performance, current world standing, and future goals. If an 
athlete were to reach the Future Standard in any of the 10 
disciplines, that athlete would receive 1,000 points for that 
discipline. 

Thus an ‘ideal’ performance would be to smash the world records in 
each of the 10 disciplines, and in the process reaching the ‘Future 
Standard’ goal. Such a performance would give the competitor a 
perfect 10,000 points. 

Each memory discipline has a Millennium Standard set that is above 
the world record and seen as unachievable for some time. This 
scores 1,000 points. 

Up until WMC 2011, a calculation factor was used so that the raw 
score when multiplied by this factor equals 1,000.  

                                      Millennium Standards 
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Millennium Standards - Revised 11 July 2012* 

Discipline 
Millennium 
Standard 

Calculation 
Factor 

International 
Master of 
Memory 

 

5 Minute Names & Faces 70 points 14.2857 - 

15 minute Names & 170 points 5.8824 - 

5 Minute Binary 1000 digits 1.0000 - 

30 Minute Binary 4000 digits 0.2500 - 

5 Minute Numbers 470 digits 2.1277 - 

15 Minute Numbers 900 digits 1.1111 - 

30 Minute Numbers* 1420 digits 0.7042 - 

60 min/Hour Numbers 2200 digits 0.4545 1000 digits 

15 minute Abstract 
Images 

400 points 2.5000 - 

5 min Historic/Future 125 dates 8.0000 - 

5 Minute Words 125 words 8.0000 - 

15 min Random Words 275 words 3.6364 - 

5 min Speed Cards 25 seconds 
11180/ (time 
to the power 

120 seconds 

10 Minute Cards 365 cards 2.7397 - 

30 Minute Cards 676 cards 1.4793 - 

60 min/Hour Cards* 1560 cards 0.6410 520 cards 

Spoken Numbers ~204 digits 70 * √n - 

(four decimal places)  
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The Calculation Factor is a useful guide/quick calculator to 
determine the number of Championship points for each result. 

For example: the Millennium Standard for Abstract Images is 250 
images in order to achieve 1,000 points. If a competitor recalls 100 
images, they score 400 points. 

It is therefore possible to score over 1,000 points in a discipline if the 
Millennium Standard is exceeded. 

The exceptions to this rule are the Speed Cards and Spoken 
Numbers disciplines where the following formulae are used: 

Spoken Numbers:  

Points = 70* SQRT(x) (where x is the amount of numbers recalled)  
e.g. for 100 digits memorised = 700 points 

Speed Cards:  

11180/(time to the power of 0.75)     This gives 1,000 points for a 
deck recalled in 25 seconds. 

If the number of cards recalled is less than 52, the time is 
automatically 300 (this stops scoring a high number of points for 
memorising partial decks). 

New MS Calculation Procedure 

To ensure precise calculation of competition points when the 
Millennium Standard is exceeded in competition, the calculation 
factor has now been replaced with the formula of : 

(Raw Score/Millennium Standard) * 1000  
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Review Process 

Millennium Standards are reviewed and revised annually on the 1st 
of January. If three competitors have broken the Millennium 
Standard (MS) since it was last revised, it is increased to the mean 
average of top three scores +10%.  

Note: A graph depicting the increase in standards vs. time can 
influence the percentage increase if a trend can be identified. 

World and National Rankings  

The World Rankings are determined according to each competitor’s 
best Ranking Raw Score, which is calculated based on the current 
Millennium Standards and are subject to change. 

Similar to a Decathalon, the maximum score theoretically is 10,000 
points and the formula used to calculate the World Rankings 
changes as records are broken and new standards are set. 

For example: a score of 1,000 digits in the 30 Minute Random 
Numbers event, earned 833 points prior to the July 2012 Review and 
now earns 704 points. 

Note: each time a championship is included/uploaded in the World 
Memory Statistics website, the World Rankings are recalculated and 
adjusted accordingly. 

Note as at January 2013: 

1. All past kids and junior events which had special rules are to 
be excluded from the Adult World Rankings, but included in 
Kids and Juniors Rankings and Record tables. (Decision for 
future kids events to be determined). 
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2. Kids and Juniors who competed in an adult competition like 
 the WMC, National, Regional or International are to be included 
 in the Adult World Rankings. 

3. Any event following the rules and procedures of the WMSC 
 using one of the four official event types are rankable. 

The four event types are:-  

1. WMC Standard (compare WMC); 

2. International Standard (compare German Open and UK Open);  

3. National Standard (compare Friendly/Cambridge and Swedish 
Open); and  

4. Regional Standard (compare German Regionals). 

 

                                      Millennium Standards 

2012 World Memory Championships in the Lilian Bayliss      
College in London 
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Chapter Ten 

 

Schools Memory Competitions 

 

T he UK Schools Memory Championships was created in 2008 
to help pupils discover the mind sport of memory and to       
develop their mental skills to help with their studies. 

Since it was founded in 1991, The World Memory Championships 
has created a ‘gold standard’ for memory based on ten different 
memory disciplines. A simplified version of these was created for 
schools memory competitions, backed up with a training programme 
to help teachers to teach memory techniques. 

This is achieved through an initial training session for a group of up 
to 30 students and staff introducing them to the three memory sport 
disciplines, and a range of mnemonic techniques. The training is  
supported by a comprehensive teachers manual and student            
workbooks. 

Competitions are currently staged in school premises, or a convenient 
local venue. The competitions last approximately half a day. Each 
school may receive a slightly different set of questions papers to 
avoid unethical behaviour. At the end of the competition period, each 
student will receive a ranking. The top performing students in each 
school are invited to a Regional and/or the National Final where the 
UK Champion is decided. 

The three memory disciplines are chosen to closely correspond          
to those in the World Memory Championships whilst being easily 
transferable to school subjects. 
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Structure of a Schools Competition 

1. Random Numbers - (15 minutes memorisation, 20 minutes recall) 

2. Random Words - simple nouns (15 minutes memorisation, 20 
minutes recall) 

3. Fictional Events - Historic / Future dates (5 minutes 
memorisation, 15 minutes recall) 

Schools may, if they wish, include a further two disciplines of their 
choice. For example, the first South African Schools Championships 
final in 2012 included 15 minutes Random Cards memorisation and, 
in the first UK Schools competitions, Binary Numbers were added. 
However, only the three core disciplines are used to determine 
Schools Rankings. 

The achievements of individual competitors, as well as participating 
schools, will be recognised alongside the existing Memory World 
Rankings in a new Schools League on the World Memory Sports 
Council’s websites. With the growing popularity of memory clubs              
in schools in other parts of the world, there are plans for an                  
International Memory Rankings table for competitors under eighteen 
in the near future. 
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Chapter Eleven 

 

World Memory Sports Council (WMSC) Code of 
Ethics 

 

Purpose and Scope 

1. The purpose of this code of ethics is to: 

a. set the standards of which the conduct of competitors, 
Arbiters, tournament directors, sponsors, and other 
individuals and entities participating in the affairs of the 
World Memory Sports Council (WMSC), including 
competitions and other activities sponsored or 
sanctioned by the WMSC, should conform; 

b. specify sanctions for conduct that does not conform to 
such standards; and 

c. specify the procedures by which alleged violations are to 
be investigated and, if necessary, the appropriate 
sanctions imposed. 

2. The standards, procedures, and sanctions set forth in this code 
of ethics are not equivalent to criminal laws and procedures. 
Rather, they concern the rights and privileges of WMSC 
membership, including, but not limited to, the privilege of 
participating in competitions, events, or other activities as a 
member of the WMSC.  

3. The standards, procedures, and sanctions set for this code of 
ethics shall apply only to:  

a.  actions and behaviour by members of the WMSC that 
occur in connection with competitions or other activities 
sponsored by or sanctioned by the WMSC; 
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b. individuals and entities acting in an official capacity as 
officers or representatives of the WMSC. Each member of 
the WMSC and each participant in a WMSC activity shall 
be bound by this code of ethics; and 

c. actions and behaviour of all memorisors, competitors, 
Arbiters, medal holders and champions participating in 
competitions anywhere in the world which are sanctioned 
and accredited by the WMSC. 

The WMSC Ethics Committee 
4. The WMSC Ethics Committee is appointed in accordance with 

procedures consistent with the bylaws of the WMSC. The 
committee exists to consider allegations of unethical conduct at 
or in connection with events sanctioned by the WMSC, and 
allegations of unethical conduct involving the WMSC and its 
activities, in accordance with the standards and procedures 
contained in this code. The committee will exercise all other 
duties as may be assigned by the bylaws or by action of the 
WMSC Board. 

Standards of Conduct 
5. The actions and behaviour of individuals participating in WMSC 

activities, or in events sponsored by or sanctioned by the WMSC, 
shall be lawful and in accordance with all WMSC rules and 
regulations, and consistent with the principles of fair play, good 
sportsmanship, honesty, and respect for the rights of others. 

Procedures 

6. Any WMSC member may initiate procedures under this code of 
ethics by filing a complaint in a timely manner with the WMSC 
Ethics Committee. In the case of any accusation that does not 
fall clearly under the ‘Standards of Conduct’ above, the Ethics 
Committee shall have the authority to decide whether the 
alleged conduct is within the scope of the code of ethics. In the 
case of each alleged violation that is within the scope of the 
code of ethics, the following steps shall occur in a timely 
manner: 
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a. A factual inquiry shall be made by the Ethics Committee, 
assisted as necessary by the WMSC staff. Previous 
findings of the Ethics Committee or other WMSC entities 
may be included among the evidence considered by the 
Ethics Committee, if relevant to the circumstances of the 
present case. As a part of such an inquiry, any person 
accused of unethical conduct shall have the right to 
examine the evidence against him or her, the right to 
respond to the accusation, and the right to produce 
written evidence in his or her behalf. 

b. Appropriate sanctions, if any, shall be recommended by 
the Ethics Committee. In recommending sanctions, the 
Ethics Committee may consider any previous ruling or 
finding of the Ethics Committee, or other WMSC entity, 
pertaining to the past conduct of the person being 
sanctioned. In recommending sanctions, the person being 
recommended for sanctions must be informed of this fact. 
Any person against whom sanctions have been 
recommended shall be promptly notified. 

c. Except as specified in 6(e) recommended sanctions shall 
be deemed final unless appealed to the Executive Board 
by the person or persons upon whom the sanctions have 
been imposed, or upon the initiative of any member of the 
Executive Board. Such an appeal must be made within 
thirty days of the date that notification of recommended 
sanctions occurred, except that the Executive Board may 
extend the deadline for appeal if in its judgement an 
unavoidable delay in communications or other valid cause 
prevented a timely appeal. 

If an appeal has not been filed by the deadline 
commended sanctions shall be placed into effect. 

d. Upon appeal, a review of the facts and the 
appropriateness of the recommended sanction shall be 
undertaken by the Executive Board.  
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The person against whom the sanction has been 
recommended, as well as the person filing the initial complaint, 
shall be given notice of the time and place the Executive Board 
will review the case. 

The person against whom the sanctions have been 
recommended shall have the right to appear before the 
Board and present evidence. 

In all appeals the recommended sanctions imposed by 
the Ethics Committee shall not be in effect until the 
appeal hearing is completed. The recommended 
sanctions shall be confirmed, modified, or revoked by 
the Executive Board. 

e. If the person against whom sanctions have been 
recommended is a member of the WMSC Executive Board, 
he or she may not appeal the sanctions to the Executive 
Board, but may appeal to the WMSC Board of Delegates at 
its next scheduled meeting. 

f. If any member of the Ethics Committee or of the WMSC 
Executive Board has a conflict of interest of any kind that 
might preclude objective participation in the consideration 
of any case, that person may not act in the capacity of a 
committee or board member on the case. 

Sanctions:  

7. The following are some of the sanctions that may be imposed as 
a result of the procedures specified above. In unusual cases, 
other appropriate sanctions may be imposed, or these sanctions 
may be varied or combined: 

a. Reprimand. A determination that a member has 
committed an offence warranting discipline becomes a 
matter of record, but no further sanction is imposed at the 
time. 
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A reprimand automatically carries a probation of at least 
three months or longer if so specified.  

If the member is judged guilty of another offence during 
the probation, he or she is then liable to further sanctions 
for both offences. 

b. Censure. A determination that a member has committed a 
serious offence warranting discipline becomes a matter of 
record, but no further sanction is imposed at the time. 
Censure automatically carries a probation of at least one 
year or longer if so specified. If the member is judged 
guilty of another offence during the probationary period, 
he or she is then liable to further sanctions for both 
offences. 

c. Suspended sentence with probation. A determination is 
made that the member has committed an offence 
warranting discipline. When the discipline is imposed and 
execution thereof suspended, such suspension shall 
include probation for at least six months longer than the 
discipline imposed. If the member is judged guilty of 
another offence during this period, unless otherwise 
decreed, the original discipline shall be added to such new 
discipline as may be imposed for the new offence. 

d. Suspension. Suspension is a determination that the 
member has committed an offence warranting abrogation, 
for a specified period of time, of all membership rights and 
privileges. 

e. Expulsion. Expulsion is a determination that a member 
has committed an offence warranting permanent 
abrogation of all membership rights and privileges. 

An expelled member may be readmitted to membership 
only by the WMSC Executive Board or by the WMSC Board. 

f. Exclusion from events. This is a more selective 
determination that a member has committed an offence 
warranting abrogation of the right to participate in certain 
specified events or activities. 
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8. If the person being sanctioned is a member of the WMSC Board, 
the Ethics Committee may recommend no sanctions other than 
censure or reprimand, but may also recommend to the Board 
other actions. 

9. In the case of every sanction that involves suspension or 
expulsion, a member may not hold any office in the WMSC or 
participate in any capacity in any event or activity sponsored by 
or sanctioned by the WMSC. 

10. The WMSC administration office shall be informed in writing of 
all official determinations by the Ethics Committee, and shall 
record any recommendations of any sanctions. The WMSC 
Business Office shall inform the Executive Board of any 
sanctions recommended. 
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Chapter Twelve 

 

Unethical Conduct 

 

M emory is one of the most honourable sports and it is 
extremely rare to find a competitor who behaves 
unethically. Unfortunately, no sport is completely free of 

individuals who feel the need to behave in an unsportsmanlike 
manner, and to bend the rules in their favour. 

Every tournament must ensure that the opportunities for unethical 
behaviour are minimised for the benefit of the majority of those 
taking part.  

One of the main responsibilities of an Arbiter is to know what to look 
for where unethical conduct is suspected, including:- 

1. Concealing Memorisation Papers and transcribing data  

It is imperative that all papers (including apparently blank sheets, as 
these may have indentations that can be read off on recall) that are 
present on a competitor’s table during memorisation are removed 
during the recall phase. For this reason, tablecloths should not be 
used. Bags, coats, etc. should be placed away from competitors’ 
tables or preferably in a separate cloakroom. 

2. Communication between competitors 

Any competitor talking during either memorisation or recall should be 
warned and if persisting may be asked to leave the competition 
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room. Competitors of the same nationality and/or who train together 
are never to be allowed to sit next to each other during a competition. 

3. Collusion between Competitors and Arbiters 

Arbiters are not permitted to alter or change any part of a competitors’ 
answers on a Memorisation Paper. They may make marks that help 
with the scoring and adding up of results but are to ensure that they 
don’t write over competitors’ answers. 

Only the Senior Arbiter is permitted to adjudicate on a query by 
competitors and alter the official results based on an appeal. 

If an Arbiter has a friend or relative competing in the event or in some 
way personally connected to a competitor then they are prohibited 
from marking or double checking that competitor’s paper. Any 
potential conflicts of interest must be immediately declared. 

4. Recording devices  

Care should be taken that technology is not concealed, for example 
within glasses or earphones, hearing protectors. iPods, iPhones, 
Android phones and any other device that has the potential to be used 
to record data (both audio recording and photographs) are therefore 
banned for use by competitors including removal of white noise and as 
a timer. 

All devices must be switched off and stored preferably in a cloakroom. 
The Senior Arbiter may sanction storage in bags under the competitor’s 
desk if there are insufficient secure cloakroom facilities. 
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5. Copying from other competitors 

A one metre separation of desks is stipulated in order to preclude 
copying. Arbiters are to be alert to any such activity. If a competitor 
leaves the competition during recall, they are not permitted to return 
before the end of the discipline and must hand in their paper on 
leaving. 

6. Playing Cards 

All playing cards must be presented to the Arbiters the night before 
the event to enable sufficient time for every single deck to be 
thoroughly shuffled. Where possible, every deck must be checked by 
another individual chosen by the senior Arbiter. 

In the Speed Cards discipline, special care should be taken to ensure 
that competitors have a newly shuffled deck in each trial. Arbiters 
should shuffle the deck in front of the competitor, place it face down 
and make sure it is not touched before the start of memorisation. 
Competitors are permitted to pick up the deck before timing is 
started provided that they cannot see any of the cards. 

For all card disciplines, competitors must memorise the deck of 
cards with both hands clearly visible on the table. Reviewing cards on 
the competitors’ lap is not allowed. 

Changing the order of the cards is not permitted. 

If the competitor finds that a deck of cards provided for 
memorisation has not been adequately shuffled then they must 
immediately raise their hand for a replacement deck or be 
disqualified from that discipline.  
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7. Spoken Numbers 

In the Spoken Numbers discipline, competitors may have the Recall 
Papers placed on the floor under their desks during memorisation 
to prevent delay in handing these out. 

Care should be taken to ensure that these are not picked up until 
the end of the recording and instruction from the tournament 
organiser to begin recall. 

8. Monitoring during the Competition 

Arbiters are to be vigilant during both the memorisation and recall 
phases and are authorised to walk up and down the competition 
room to monitor competitors and assist with any queries for help. 
Arbiters are to minimise excess movement and are not permitted to 
distract competitors – particularly during memorisation phase. 

Arbiters are not permitted to move during short disciplines (such as 
Speed Numbers, Speed Cards, Spoken Numbers discipline), unless 
under exceptional circumstances. 

To assist Arbiters, security monitoring and video recording of 
competitions has now been introduced. Cameras positioned on 
platforms to give a clear view of all competitors should be operated 
either by a remote controller or with a live operator. If this is the 
case, then there should be two way communications between the 
Senior Arbiter and the cameraman so that individual competitors 
can be watched if required. 

Arbiters must be alert to ensure that competitors only turn over 
sheets, commence and stop memorisation and recall when 
instructed to do so. If a competitor repeatedly ignores such 
instructions, they may face penalties or exclusion from the 
competition. 
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9. Room layout  

Many of the requirements for room layout are designed to eliminate 
the possibility of unethical behaviour. 

Desks should be laid out in rows with every competitor seated behind 
their desk facing the same way. 

Every competitor must have his or her own desk separated from 
adjacent desks by a distance of at least one metre. 

Competitors are allowed to choose where they sit in World Ranking 
order. So the top ranked competitor in the tournament gets first 
choice to choose a desk/location, followed by the second ranked and 
so on. 

It is recommended that no two competitors who train together are 
allowed to sit at adjacent desks. Whilst it is unlikely that they would 
be able to signal to each other undetected, this helps to eliminate 
any possibility of the situation arising. 

Tablecloths are not to be used for competitions. All bags and coats 
are to be stored in a separate secure cloakroom. If one is not 
available the back of the room is acceptable. At the Senior Arbiter’s 
discretion, they may be stored under the competitor’s chair. 

Nothing may be placed between desks where they could obstruct 
Arbiters’ access and become a tripping hazard. 

All documents including loose papers must be placed under the chair 
in the first instance or under the desk, out of reach of the competitor 
during the memorisation and recall phases of the competition. 

Every competitor should have a printed sign attached to the front of 
the desk with their name, nationality and required language 
translation, if appropriate. This assists with identifying who is missing 
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if anyone is late back from a break and efficiently distribute question 
papers provided in multiple languages. 

For one minute prior to the memorisation phase starting (composure 
time) up until the end of the recall phase, the competition room is to 
be kept totally silent. ‘SILENCE’ and ‘SWITCH OFF MOBILE PHONE’ 
notices are posted inside and outside the competition room and 
along any corridors or staircases leading to it. 

Competitors, Arbiters, spectators and media must not mumble or 
distract competitors (intentionally or unintentionally) by talking, 
making noise, knocking tables, using flash photography or excessive 
movement during the memorisation and recall phases. 

Competitors are prohibited from entering the Arbiters’ Room / paper 
marking area. If a competitor has a query, they must stand at the 
entrance of the Arbiters’ Room and wait to be served. At the World 
Memory Championships, competitors are required to complete the 
official query form. The Senior Arbiter will then review the papers and 
make a determination. 

News crews, photographers and journalists are welcome to attend 
competitions. The Arbiter in charge always has the final say on who 
may enter the competition room during the discipline. Flash 
photography during disciplines is not allowed. Depending on room 
layout, a photography zone may be put in place that must be 
respected to avoid distraction to competitors. 

Spectators, competitors, Arbiters and journalists must be respectful 
of others. Sexist, racist, or offensive behaviour will not be tolerated. 

If there is any disruption whatsoever, the offender will be removed 
and not allowed to re-enter during the remainder of the entire 
competition. 
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Score Verification 

Competitors who believe they have a chance of breaking a world 
record must identify themselves before the discipline commences 
and sit in the Hot Zone during the discipline. 

In the event of suspected unethical behaviour the competitor will be 
asked to undertake verification/ confirmation of ability to reproduce 
a similar score/time in the discipline, such as the Speed Cards 
discipline. 

The WMSC reserves the right to ask a competitor to repeat the 
discipline and achieve a similar result within a margin of 10% - 15%. 
Examples - if a competitor claims to have achieved a result in Speed 
Cards of 20 seconds - they would have to repeat a time within 22 
seconds and/or for a result of 1000 decimals - retest with a 
minimum of 900 decimals. 

 If a competitor feels they are not able to repeat a similar time during 
the competition (for example exhausting their journeys), a retest 
must be carried out within two weeks by a Level Two Arbiter in order 
for their results to be confirmed. 
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Chapter 13 

Useful Contacts 

The World Memory Sports Council 

16 Croydon Road, Waddon, Croydon  
Surrey, CR0 4PA, United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0)20 8688 2598 
Fax +44 (0)870 116 3530   
Website: www.worldmemorysportscouncil.com  
Email: secretary@worldmemorysportscouncil.com 

World Memory Statistics 

Statistics Administrator, Jennifer Goddard 
Website: www.world-memory-statistics.com 
Email: Jennifer@buzan.com.au 

The Buzan Organisation 

Harleyford Manor Estate 
Henley Road, Marlow 
Buckinghamshire, SL7 2DX 
United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0)1628 488 895  
Website: www.thinkbuzan.com                                                           
Email:  tony.buzan@buzanworld.com 
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Role Name Email 

President Tony Buzan tony.buzan@buzanworld.com 

Head of Ethics 
Committee 

Dominic 
O’Brien 

MemoryDom@aol.com 

Global Media 
Director 

Raymond 
Keene OBE 

rdkobe@aol.com 

General 
Secretary 

Christopher 
Day 

secretary @ 
worldmemorysportscouncil.com 

Chief Arbiter Phil Chambers phil@ 
worldmemorychampionships.com 

Deputy Chief 
Arbiter 

Jennifer 
Goddard 

jennifer@buzan.com.au 

Member / 
National 
Competitor 
representatives 

Simon 
Reinhard 

Klaus Kolb 

Andy Fong 

New Mind 
Education: 

Mr Guo 
Chuanwei 

Mr Lin Chusu,  

sml_reinhard@yahoo.de 

info@ggk.de 

atkfong@gmail.com 

 

 

GOTOP1@126.com 

  

World Memory Sports Council Members  
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National Memory Sports Councils 

Country Language Contact details 

ALGERIA 

National Events  
10 Disciplines 

Open 
Competition 

Arabic and 
English 

Riadh Bensaoucha 
President, Arabian Memory 
Sports Council 
Dhaka Train, 107 Lots, 
Bouzareah, Algiers, Algeria 
T: +662233973 
F :+213941323 
Bensaoucha2001@yahoo.fr 
contact@arabianmemory.org
www.arabianmemory.org  

AUSTRALIA 

National Events  
10 Disciplines 
 
Open 
Competition 

English – 
Australian 
Spelling 

Other languages 
available on 
request with one 
month’s notice 

Jennifer Goddard  
President, Australian 
National Memory Sports 
Council and Level 4 Arbiter, 
PO Box 3588 
Helensvale Town Centre, Qld 
4212, Australia  
T: +61 7 5502 6570   
F: +61 7 5573 5360 
www.buzan.com.au   
Jennifer@buzan.com.au 

FRANCE French 
Françoise Thuillier 
fm.thuillier@orange.fr 
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Country Language Contact details 

GERMANY 

International Events 
10 Disciplines 
 
Open Competition 

German and 
English 

Klaus Kolb -  
President German 
National Memory Sports 
Council 
Gesellschaft für 
Gedächtnis-und 
Kreativitätsförderung e.V. 
Riedstr. 9 88316 Isny 
T: +49 (0)7562 91008 
F: +49 (0)7562 91059 
info@ggk.de 
info@memomasters.de 
www.memomasters.de 

North German 

Regional Event 
7 Disciplines 
Open Event 
10 Disciplines 

German 
MemoryXL 

Jürgen Petersen 

ackern@t-online.de 

www.memoryxl.de 

South German 

Regional Event 
7 Disciplines 
Open Event  
10 Disciplines 

German 
MemoryXL 

Johannes Mallow 

j.mallow@memoryxl.de 

www.memoryxl.de 
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Country Language Contact details 

HONG KONG 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 
 
Open competition 

Traditional & 
Simplified 
Chinese and 
English,  
 
Other 
languages 
available on 
request with 
one month's 
notice. 

Andy Tsz Kit Fong 
President, Hong Kong 
Memory Sports Council and 
Level 2 Arbiter 
T: +852 9872 7651 
atkfong@gmail.com 

Angel Yuen Man Lai 
Vice-President, Hong Kong 
Memory Sports Council and 
Level 2 Arbiter 
T: +852 6890 6310 
aymlai@gmail.com 
www.hongkongmemory 
sportscouncil.com 

INDIA 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 

 
 
English 

Dr.Kranthi raj Thatikonda 
President, National Memory 
Council of India and Level 2 
Arbiter 
www.nmci.in 
Kranthiraj@gmail.com 
T: +917702401250  
www.facebook.com/
kranthiraj 

ITALY 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 

Italian and 
English 
Other 
languages 
available on 
request with 
one month’s 
notice. 

Matteo Salvo 
President, Italian National 
Memory Sports Council 

matteo.salvo@matteosalvo.
com 
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Country Language Contact details 

LITHUANIA  Algirdas Karalius 
President, Lithuanian 
National Memory Sports 
Council 
karalius2013@gmail.com 

MEXICO Spanish – Latin 
American 

Jorge O. Castaneda  
Buzan Latin America  
29760974 Lada sin 
costo  
T: +1800 702 2905  
www.buzanlat.com    
jorge.castaneda@ 
buzanlat.com 

P.R. CHINA 
 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 

Mandarin/
Traditional 
Chinese Script 

Mr Lin Chusu  
Mr Guo Chuanwei  
China Memory Sports 
Council  
New Mind Education 
gotop1@126.com 

SWEDEN 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 

Open Competition 

English, 
Swedish and all 
other languages 
available on 
request with 
one month’s 
notice 

Idriz Zogaj 
Chairman, Swedish 
Memory Sports Council 

T +46 (0)734 32 00 10 
idriz@zogaj.se 

www.minnesforbundet.se 
www.zogaj.se 
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Country Language Contact details 

THAILAND 
 
National Event 
10 Disciplines 
Junior Event  
6 Disciplines 
Open Competition 

Thai 

Other 
languages 
available on 
request with 
one month’s 
notice. 

Thongchai Rojkangsadan  
thongnet@gmail.com 

Juraiporn 
Wisuttikulpanich 
juliewisut@gmail.com 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Cambridge 
(Friendly)  National 
Event 
10 Disciplines 
Open Competition 

English Ben Pridmore - Three 
times World Memory 
Champion 

zoom_zoom_ben@yahoo.
co.uk 

UNITED KINGDOM 

International Event 
10 Disciplines 

Open Competition 

English 

Other 
languages 
available on 
request with 
one month’s 
notice. 

President is eight times 
World Memory Champion 
Dominic O’Brien. 
Christopher Day,  
General Secretary 
UK Memory Sports 
Council, 
14 Croydon Road, 
Waddon, Croydon  
Surrey CR0 4PA 
T: +44 (0)20 8688 2598   
F +44 (0)870 116 3530   
secretary@worldmemorys
portscouncil.com 
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WMSC 

Country Language Contact details 

USA 

National Event 
5 Disciplines 

 English – USA 
spelling 

Tony Dottino 
Dottino Consulting Group 
PO BOX 1259  
Windermere Florida 
34786 
T: +1 201-446-1808. 
www.usamemorychampio
nship.com 
ADottino@aol.com 
karenpinson@verizon.net 

WALES 

National Event 
10 Disciplines 

Open Competition 

English 

Other 
languages 
available on 
request with 
one month’s 
notice 

Dai Griffiths 
 
daigriffiths1982@ 
googlemail.com 
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Appendix A 

 

Magna Memoria - Manifesto for the Mind 

 

O ur ability to remember is being eroded. This is especially 
significant and dangerous as Memory is at the heart of 
everything we do - all communication, all creativity, all 

physical movement and all thinking - indeed at the very heart of our 
existence. 

What is the antidote?  

To strengthen our powers of Memory. The organisation of a World 
Memory Sports Council and a World Memory Championship 
represent the logical steps to focus attention on Memory. 

Reasons to hold a World Memory Championship 

Executive Summary 

1. To promote Memory as a new Mind Sport, and in so doing to 
expand opportunities for Mentathletes and Warriors of the Mind 
in all countries. 

2. To redefine the art and the science of Memory by establishing 
new norms, benchmarks and records, and to provide 
certification and ranking for these norms. 

3. To reintroduce Memory as a fundamental skill for early 
childhood education, thereby reinvigorating faith in, and 
enjoyment of, Memory.  
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4. To reverse the global misconception that Memory deteriorates 
with age and demonstrate, by example, that it will continually get 
better. 

5. To demonstrate that Memory is the basis of creativity. 

6. To recover, validate and preserve for future generations the 
mnemonic systems of earlier human cultures and to revive the 
traditions of oral Memory. 

7. To create a global community of like-minded individuals 
fascinated by exploring the power and potential of Memory and 
the human mind. 

Introduction To The Charter 

The Charter includes five major divisions, stating our major goals, 
which concern: 

I. Society and Philanthropy 

II. Science 

III. Creativity 

IV. Education 

V. Heritage and the Future 

This full document is a Manifesto for Memory. It explains the reasons 
behind establishing National and World Memory Championships. It is 
designed to give vivid insight into the wholesome and necessary needs 
for resurrecting the art and science of Memory.  

It is also designed to shed light on the need for unleashing that 
extraordinary, largely untapped, and crucial resource for the future 
benefit of humanity: the Power of the Human Brain.  
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The principles of the Manifesto have been proclaimed at a significant 
moment in the history of the World Memory Championship: the 
culmination of its second decade, with the Championship in London 
UK celebrating the 21st in the series since the foundation year, 1991. 

The Great Memory Charter 

1)   Social and Philanthropic  

I. To introduce a new Mind Sport in the field of mental combat 
based on the fundamental cognitive function of the Human Brain 
– Memory. 

II. To create Memory competitions which are truly global and 
human. The World Memory Championship competitions are open 
to all people, regardless of age, race, religion, education, 
language, creed, gender or physical ability, and which promote 
the positive human values of understanding, mutual respect, 
open exchange, co-operation and harmony, leading to a greater 
probability of world peace.  

III. To open up fresh and significant opportunities for Mentathletes 
by providing recognition, employment and financial opportunities. 

IV. To create a global community and network of like-minded 
individuals; a community fascinated by the exploration of the 
power and potential of Memory and the Human Mind. 

V. To provide deeper understanding of Memory and to spread this 
information globally as a resource for the benefit of all those who 
wish to understand and improve their own performance and 
Memory skills. 

VI. To defend the human brain against the dangers of relying on 
excessive tools and props. 
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VII. To empower the individual by giving a competitive edge, and to 
enhance the sense of self worth and confidence, thus permitting 
a more successful contribution to society. 

VIII. To wield Memory as a weapon against ageism, showing that 
Memory, properly used, can help to stave off senility, senescence 
and Alzheimer’s Disease. 

IX. To release people and the planet from the tyranny of linear, 
black-and-white, boring thinking. To demonstrate further that 
Memory is colourful, imaginative, dynamic, the protector of 
heritage and the driving force for all scriptural, Biblical, classical, 
epic and oral traditions in every founding civilisation. 

X. To create a social network, centered around an official website 
solely dedicated to Memory Championships and Memory. 

2)   Scientific 

I. To monitor, measure and extend the frontiers of Memory, while 
exploring its infinite universes and establishing its true nature 
and functions. 

II. To supply both support and data for academic research into 
Memory. 

III. To establish for Memory, both on a national and global scale, 
new benchmarks and ongoing records. 

IV. To provide certification of levels of achievement in the art and 
science of Memory, authenticated by an international Guild of 
trained and qualified Arbiters. 

V. To establish similarly a rating system and norms that allow 
competitors in National and International competition to achieve 
global ranking. 
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VI. To establish, as in chess, International Master and Grandmaster 
titles. 

3)   Creativity  

I. To demonstrate that Memory is the twin of Creativity, that 
Memory is an intrinsically creative act, and that investing Energy 
(E) into Memory (M) produces greatly enhanced Creativity (C) as 
in Tony Buzan’s formula E+->M=C∞ 

II. To demonstrate that metaphor, described by Aristotle as “The 
highest level of thinking”, and which is the essence of all poetry 
and creativity, is also the essence of Memory. 

III. To provide a mental playground in which imagination and 
association, the twin pillars of creativity, learning and Memory, 
provide both the tools and impetus for exploring the universes of 
the mind. 

4)   Educational Impact 

I. To convince governments worldwide that Memory is a worthy 
subject to be approved and taught academically, from early 
childhood to kindergarten, through primary and secondary 
schools, to colleges and universities. 

II. The Spanish philosopher Santayana stated, “Those who fail to 
learn the lessons of history are doomed to repeat it.” Developing 
Memory skills strengthens the remembrance of the lessons of 
history.  

III. To inspire young people of the world to take on new and self-
improving mental challenges. 

IV. To inspire, similarly, older generations to enhance their own 
Memory and mental skills. 
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V. To make all students of any age aware that by developing mental 
skills, particularly Memory, they can dramatically reduce study 
time, improve their grades, and make learning and studying 
enjoyable. 

VI. To provide educational beacons to help and inspire teachers to 
realise and nurture the previously untapped potential of human 
performance in Memory, Creativity and Learning. 

5)   Heritage and the Future 

I. To give hope for the future. 

II. To create new Brain Stars and Warriors of the Mind in the field of 
Mind Sports and Memory. 

III. To present these Brain Stars as role models for everyone, 
incorporating the spirit of ‘mens sana in corpore sano’. 

IV. To revive the mnemonic systems of previous tribes, nations and 
civilizations, which for posterity need to be rediscovered,                
re-evaluated and reinvigorated. 

Conclusion 

Memory Sport, in its 21st year, is now entering a mature phase, in 
which every single one of the stated objectives has, to varying 
degrees of completeness, now been achieved. Memory as a new 
Mind Sport has been established on a global basis and is now 
energetically and enthusiastically expanding in more than 37 
countries. 

The original psychological and academic estimates of the limits of 
human potential in Memory are now extinct. Memory’s frontiers have 
significantly expanded. 
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In 1995, paying homage to the initial award of the chess 
Grandmaster title by Tzar Nicholas II, the Mind Sport of Memory was 
granted Royal patronage by Prince Philip of Liechtenstein. 

Rating systems and norms for both National and International 
competitions are now in place and can be accessed on the Internet. 
In conjunction with this, www.worldmemorychampionships.com has 
been created and is already a major resource for enthusiasts, 
competitors and the media. 

Hundreds of local, school, National, Regional and World level 
competitions have already been held, including 21 World Memory 
Championships, with participation from the following countries: 

Algeria 

Australia 

Austria 

Bahrain 

Brazil 

Canada 

China 

Cyprus 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

England 

Finland 

Germany 

Japan 

Hong Kong 

India 

Indonesia 

Israel 
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Italy 

Lithuania 

Malaysia 

Mexico 

Mongolia 

Nigeria 

Norway 

Philippines 

Poland 

Scotland 

Singapore 

Slovakia 

South Africa 

Sweden 

Thailand 

Turkey 

United States of America 

Uzbekistan 

Wales 

 

On the educational front, Memory is now being introduced as a 
subject in schools around the world, and Memory championships for 
schools are already a feature in the academic firmament. 

A rising number of Brain Stars have become media personalities, 
bestselling authors and role models. 

We do solemnly publish and declare that the global community and 
network of like-minded individuals, free from all boundaries and 
restrictions, is now established and is alive, growing and vibrant. 

. . . . 
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Appendix B 

 

Handy Guidelines for New Arbiters 

 

T o be used in conjunction with full scoring requirements 
outlined in Chapter Seven.  

IMPORTANT – Do not deface or write over the competitors’ 
writing. Underline the error in red or a little ‘x’ above the digit 

or beside the word.   

 PLEASE CONSIDER other Arbiters working in the room and keep 
noise to a minimum. Observe the “Quiet please” signs. 

 In disciplines that are marked in rows, columns or whole decks, all 
items are counted in the last row, column or deck with half marks 
for one error and zero for two. 

 Please ensure your mobile phone is turned off when entering the 
Competition Room.  

Adjustments 

 All totals with half marks are rounded up to full numbers i.e. if 
total is 77.5, write 78 at top of sheet. 

 If the total is a negative result (i.e. -8 for historical dates), the final 
score is adjusted to zero. 
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Double Marking 

 All disciplines require some kind of checking. For most disciplines, 
this means that an Arbiter marks a paper, adds up the marks, 
writes the total at the top and writes her or his initials. The paper 
is then put on the pile for checking.  

 You may check another paper by independently scoring the paper. 

 If you agree with the first marker, initial the paper too and put it 
on the pile ready for us to enter the result on the computer.  

 If you do not agree with the first marker, discuss the marking.  

 If you are still unsure, please ask the Senior Arbiter. 

Requests for additional memorisation data 

 For Binary Digits, Random Numbers and Speed Numbers, further 
digits are available from the adjudicator if requested one month in 
advance of the competition. 

 For Spoken Numbers, Names and Faces, Abstract Images, 
Random Words and Historical/Future Dates, we do not allow 
competitors to request extra data. The current world record +20% 
is sufficient and reduces possibility of cherry-picking. 
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The Disciplines 

1.   Names and Faces 

 As far as possible, mark papers of competitors whose languages 
you know well.   

 Competitors must use only one language when recalling names. If 
they use a different language, then it doesn’t count. i.e. zero. 

Names and Faces  National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  5 minutes 15 minutes 

Recall Time  15 minutes 30 minutes 

Points per name 1 

Penalty for 1st error 0 

Penalty for 2nd error - 
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2.   Binary Numbers 

 The easiest way to mark these is using transparencies. 

 Competitors may choose to leave blanks instead of writing zeroes 
(‘0’s). Competitors must be consistent - either zeros or spaces for 
whole of recall. All blanks will be marked as if it was a zero unless 
the end of a row is indicated. 

 Last row only - competitors must mark the end of their recall in a 
clear and unambiguous way such as ‘stop’ ‘end’, ‘E’, ‘e’ or a 
horizontal line after the last square. If the end is not marked like 
that, it will be assumed that recall ends after the last ‘1’ (one) in 
the last row. 

Binary Numbers National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  5 minutes 30 minutes 

Recall Time  15 minutes 60 minutes 

Points per full row 30 points 

Penalty for 1st error Half of correct digits in row - 15 points 

Penalty for 2nd error Whole row - 30 points 
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3.   Random Numbers  

 Experiment to see whether you prefer to fold a marking sheet and 
mark these visually on your own, or to work in a small group with 
one person reading the numbers. 

 

4.   Abstract Images 

Random Numbers National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  15 minutes 60 minutes 

Recall Time  30 minutes 120 minutes 

Points per full row 40 points  

Penalty for 1st error Half of correct digits in row - 20 points 

Penalty for 2nd error Whole row - 40 points 

Abstract Images National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  

Recall Time  30 minutes  

Points per full row 5 points  

Penalty for 1st error -1 per row 

Penalty for 2nd error - 

15 minutes  
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5.   Speed Numbers 

 When the papers for the first trial of speed numbers come in, 
please put down whatever you are doing and mark the first 
attempt quickly but accurately, as the competitors need the 
results for it before doing the second part.  

 

6.   Historical / Future Dates 

 The scoring is based on the year written down only, so you may 
mark any paper/language.  

 

 

Speed Numbers National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  5 minutes  

Recall Time  

Points per full row 40 points  

Penalty for 1st error Half of correct digits in row - 20 points 

Penalty for 2nd error Whole row - 40 points 

15 minutes  

Historical / Future 
Dates 

National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  5 minutes  

Recall Time  

Points per date 1 point 

Penalty for 1st error -½ per incorrect date 

Penalty for 2nd error - 

15 minutes  
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7.   Random Cards 

 It is EXTREMELY important that all decks of playing cards are 
prepared properly. That the correct 52 cards are contained in 
every deck and that no ‘run’ of three or more cards appear in any 
deck. 

 This is easiest marked in pairs with one person turning the cards 
and the other checking the competitor’s sheet. Please keep the 
cards in order. 

 Competitors can start memorising from either the top or the 
bottom of the deck – check the other end of the pack if 
necessary. 

 Most competitors work with international decks but if they are 
used to working with other decks, they will either have their own 
Recall Sheets (i.e. Arabian Memory Cards) or indicate equivalents 
for picture cards (for example the Queen in Germany is Dame). 
Please ask if in doubt. 

 

 

 

Random Cards National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  10 minutes 60 minutes 

Recall Time  30 minutes 120 minutes 

Points per full 52 per deck 

Penalty for 1st error  Half deck - 26 points 

Penalty for 2nd error Whole deck - 52 points  
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8.   Random Words 

 The aim is to memorise as many words as possible in the given 
order in a fixed time period. 

 Plurals, gaps and synonyms count as memory mistakes. 

 Check for correct spelling. If a word has been clearly memorised, 
but has been spelt incorrectly, no points are given for this word. It 
will not, however, cancel other words in a column. For example, if 
somebody writes ‘rhythm’ instead of ‘rhythm’, no points will be 
given for this word and, if all other words in the column are 
correct, full marks minus one will be given for that column (e.g. 19). 

 If there is both one memory mistake in a column and a spelling 
mistake, then first the maximum points given for the column will 
be halved and then a point for the wrong spelled word will be 
subtracted (e.g. max 20 points, divided by 2 gives 10 points, 
minus one is 9). 

 

 

 

Random Words National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  5 minutes 15 minutes 

Recall Time  15 minutes 30 minutes 

Points per full row/ 20 per column  

Penalty for 1st error Half of correctly written words in column. In 
case of spelling errors and one gap or other 

error, half first and then subtract one point per 
spelling mistake. MouSe rule  

Penalty for 2nd error Whole column - 20 points 
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9.   Spoken Numbers 

 This discipline is in two or three parts, depending on the type of 
competition. 

 As with speed numbers, when the papers for the first part come 
in, please put down whatever you are doing and mark the first 
attempt quickly as the competitors need the results before doing 
the second part. 

 Use whichever method you find more efficient for marking 
numbers. 

 Only count up to the first error – sudden death. 

 

 

 

 

Spoken Numbers National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  100 digits / 300 digits 200 digits/ 300 
digits/ world record 

+20%  

Recall Time  5 minutes / 15 minutes 10 minutes/ 15 
minutes/ 20 minutes  

Points per digit 1 

Penalty for 1st error  Stop scoring / counting -  ‘sudden death’ 

Penalty for 2nd error -  
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Speed Cards National Memory 
Championships 

World Memory 
Championships 

Memorisation Time  Maximum of 5 minutes  

Recall time  

Points per full deck Time based 

Points per card   1 

Penalty for 1st error  Rest of deck i.e. ‘Sudden Death’ 

Penalty for 2nd error - 

5 minutes  

10.   Speed Cards 

 The aim is to memorise a deck of cards as quickly as possible 
within five minutes. 

 Before this discipline we must ensure that each competitor has 
two shuffled packs of cards and two ordered packs of cards 
(’unshuffled’). 

 When the cards are shuffled, please ensure that there are 52 
cards and that there are no ‘runs’ i.e. several consecutive cards of 
the same suit. 

 Before each attempt, check your competitor’s cards and reshuffle 
the ‘shuffled deck’ when asked by the organiser. 

 If you are only working with one competitor, ask where he or she 
would like you to stand, so you can see without distracting them. 

 After the second pack has been reordered, go through both packs 
with your competitor. If both packs are identical, write down the 
time shown on the competitor’s timer. If not, write down the 
number of cards before the first mistake. 
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